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ANTA FE NEW MEX
VOL. 38

SANTA FE, N. M., MONDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1901.
BROOKLYN ENGAGED

STAMPS WORTH

Burglars Had Oonstruoted a Tunnel
Under the Vault of the Ohicago

at Albuquerque.

HAKE CORRECTIONS
OF THEIR TESTIMONY

Washington,
The Burglars Had Worked Patiently for
Many Days to Reaoh the Oath Vault
in Which There Were $35,000
But Missed This and Struck
the Stamp Vault.

LTt

Oct.

ITZ

The

21.

'A

ANGORA

ATTENTION

:

FRIENDLINESS

Kansas City, Oct. 21. Kansas City'
Officers and big annual fancy stock shr.w opened at This

A List of tbe Names, Locations,
Membership of New Meiico1 Lodges as
Compiled by the Grand Secretary.
The Gand Louge

OF

18 CALLED

TO THE

ESTATE OflK HEflTIJIG STOVES

from the Brigands,

GOAT

ASSOCIATION EXHIBITION,

THING OF BEAUTY IS A JOY FOREVER."

FOR MISS STONE

at Kansas City This Week
Is One of the Best That Has Ever Been
Turkey and Bulgaria Are Earnest
Held in tne West.
About Securing Her Release

ANNUAL COMMUNICATION

Schley

1"S,

00T

HOPE HELD
SHOW

NO. 208

The Exhibition

The Ancient, Free and Accepted
Masons of the Territory Meet

Post-Offic- e.

ROBBERY

STOCK

IN SESSION

Lieutenant B.W.L. Wells, Jr., Who Was
on the Brooklyn Describes the Naval
Battle off Santiago.
WITNESSES

THE ANNUAL FANCY

GRAND LODGE

THREE SHIPS

$74,610 STOLEN

A REMARKABLE

AN,

The design and construction are the best work of the most skilled artisans
and evoke the admiration of all cultivated persons. Thoy are made of the
finest metal, best workmanship and with tho sole purpose of producing a
stove of the highest merit. They will burn successfully either wood, coke,
soft or hard coal. The heat and consumption of fuel can be pe ; U
.filiated to the degree desired, hence ESTATE OAK OEATEES are suited to" all
name
climates. The ornamental has", foot rails, ash door panel, swing top,
plate knobs and pins urn r i electro nickel plated. The statuette on the dome
is of bronze. Tho aiost elegantly furnlshod room will be Improved by an ESTATE OAK HEATING Sl'OVE.
'

RUSSIA

r

Has Much to Do With the Confidence

the stock yards pavi.lon toi'ay with
Expressed That'Miss Stono Will B"rain
array of prize wlnnti.g short
Her Liberty. Costly Military
hums, Herefords and Galloways from
various parts of the country. There
Operations Are in Pro-- ,.
are nearly 2,000 entries. The show is
Officers.
gross.
one of the best ever held in the west,
is expected the show will develop in
It
Chicago, Oct. 21. Burglars last night
Washington, Oct. 21. There has been
RAILROAD BLOCK.
The 24th annual communication of a society function that will rival the
stole $?t,10 worth of stamps from the
annual horse show, which will open In no report since Saturday at the state
the
of
New
An
Mexico,
lodge
grand
without
Chicago postofflce and escaped
or Bulgaria
cient, Free and Accepted Masons, con the Convention hall tonight with over department from Turkey
leaving the slightest clew. A tunnel,
Miss Stone's case. The offi'
600 pedigreed animals ort
touching
exhibition
veiled
off!
at
The
'today
Albuquerque.
which had taken a week or more to
The second annual show of the Amerl cials, however, are still confident that
cers of the grand lodge are: Elias
complete, was run from the rear of
can Angora Goat association will also they will succeed in saving her life,
,
Ha;l(-eA.
H.
Stover, grand master;
the building and a hole drilled through
whether by diplomacy or by force
deputy grand master; E. A. Cahooti be in progress during the week. AI but
the steel bottom of the wholesale stamp
of
the
several carloads of goats have is not clear. The friendship
ready
senior
C.
J.
grand
warden;
)uiv
Slack,
97
were
small
holes
vault. There
arrived from New Mexico, Texas, Iowa Russian government has much to do
ior
A.
J.
warden;
grand
Maloy,
grand
around the sauare nlate cut. only six
with the confidence of officials here,
treasurer; Alpheus A. Keen, grand and other states.
SOUTH
OF PLAZA.
feet away from the cashier's vault,
The Turkish government has, for Its
A DEFALCATION OF
Rev.
secretary;
George Selby, grand
YALE'S BI CENTENNIAL.
$115,000.
which contained over $35,000 in cash
to
a cordial
in
part,
responded
spirit
W.
H.
chaplain;
Seamon, grand lectur
The latter evidently had been the obthe appeal of the United States; and
er; Arthur Boyle, senior grand deacon
jective point.
the two governments, Turkey and Bul
The Merchants' National Bank at Lowell, J. G. Fitch,
junior grand deacon Delegates From Thirty foreign Universi
The robbers drove up to the south
garia, probably have been put to an
Thomas Murphy, grand marshal; John
Mass,, Is in Trouble.
ties in Atteudanoo.
east corner of the postofflce in a wagexpense equal to the amount of the
Geo. A. Bayle's Pure Food Speclalt ies are not only of the highest quality,
D. Tinsley, senior grand steward; Fred
on, the tracks of which could be seen
21. Yale ransom demanded by
Lowell, Mass., Oct. 21. The directors
Miss Stone's but are reasonable in price.
New Haven, Conn.,
Oct.
Junior
Rohr,
Richard
steward;
grand
plainly today. The building is a tern of tho Merchants' National bank have
extended a formal welcome captors In the military operations they
M. University
A.
grand sword bearer;
porary affair, and the men had only announced that the deficiency in the Green,
to her returning sons and
the have already directed in her Interests.
today
15c
Whitcomb,
There is nothing more healthful, ap- Bayle's Horseradish Mustard
grand tyler.
to open a little door to admit them funds of the
hundreds
of
from
guests
distinguished
bank, resulting from the
Montezuma
and digestible than pretzels. Bayle's Anchovy Mustard
lodge is represented
15c
by other Institutions of
petizing
AT
THE
MURDER
selves under the flooring. To reach the defalcations of
EMBUDO.
learning who are
Teller Smith and Book Dr. W. S. Harroun, F. S. Davis and
and
We have the American, Italian
15e
vault, it was necessary to crawl about
Mushroom Mustard
here to attend the celebration of her
Is 8115,000. Although the Arthur Boyle.
little 'German, at the uniform priee of Bayle's
300 feet over odds and ends of boards keeper Swift,
15c
The
was
welcome
Mustard
voiced
cannot
be
Bayle's Celery
continued from olhcial
fact
The following is a list of the lodges,
15c
More Details of the Tragedy. The Mur
Per pound
which littered the way. The route evi- sources, It is believed the
16c
money and locations, officers, and membership as officially in Battell chapel this after
Chase & Sanborn's Seal Brand Coffee Bayle's Afterdlnner Cheese
derer Is Still at Large.
noon by President Arthur Twining
dently had been carefully studied, for securities taken from the Merchants' shown by the
15c
is packed only in one and two pound Bayle's Deviled Cheese
grand secretary, August
the detectives who went un3er today National by Smith and Swift before
of
the university.
Hadley
Responses Special Correspondence New Mexican. sealed cans at
1901:
25c
Sauce
Table
without a knowledge of locations
be tbey disappeared on Thursday night 31,
Bayle's
Rinconado, Oct. 21, 1901. Friday at
Montezuma lodge. No. 1, Santa Fe, were given in behalf of the city, state
40c
Per pound
have been returned to the bank.
came lost.
20c
Salad
and
and
the
10 o'clock in the morning, Fa- universities
of
Dressing
nation,
Bayle's
about
S.
Dr.
W.
"Our Own" Coffee is the best anyHarroun,
master; Marcus Great Britain and continental
The following statement was made
plunder, the
Having secured their
of
cundo
about
Europe,
Lobato,
15c
years
age,
where at the price,
Bayle's Hot Stuff
robbers loaded it into a wagon, drove by the directors of the bank: "Certain Eldodt, senior warden; Addison Wal Delegates from
shot and killed Miss Ramona Rendon,
foreign unlver
thirty
25c
with
ker,
a
Per
warden;
junior
pound
membership
to
securities
25c
were
the bank
across a vacant lot, and turned into
belonging
Pandora Pickles
slties and societies and 125 American aged 16 years, for refusing to marry
50 Master Masons.
Packed only in one and two pound Bayle's
Wabash avenue in front of the Art taken from its vaults through a collu of
were
in
the
institutions
him. Some time ago he had asked the cans.
25c
represented
Bayle's Catsup, highly spiced
building. Of the $74,616 in stamps tak- sion of two of its employes, but have B.Chapman lodge No. 2, Las Vegas, A. audience. The day's program Includ girl to marry him and
Friday the girl
Smith, master; Luclen Rosenwald,
of
en, $4,712 were "postage due" stamps, been returned. The capital stock
ed addresses descriptive of the advance sent her father to Lobato's father tel
FRESH FRUIT.
We handle large quantities of Hay,
and $2,260 special delivery stamps. The the bank is $400,000, surplus and undi senior warden; George Selby, Junior of the past two centuries in various ling him that she would not
marry
The time will soon be past for getvided profits $294,600. Both are intact, warden; with a membership of 92 Mas-teconvertible stamps amounted to
We
Potatoes.
Flour
and
of
Feed,
Grain,
learning.
Facundo.
Lobato
departments
this
Young
hearing
Masons.
but of these $4,828 were
except the deficiency of $115,000, which
fancy fresh fruit cheap. We can
took his 38 caliber revolver and rode can therefore always give you fresh ting
Aztec lodge No. 3, Las Cruces, H. B.
and
now furnish Concord grapes
IS DEWET DEAD?
stamps of eight and ten cent de- reduced the surplus and undivided pro
to
the
Rendon
home
at
Embudo
Plaza stock at the lowest possible figures.
Holt, master; R. F. Hare, senior war
reasonable prices.
at
fits to $179,600."
nomination.
peaches
which he entered and fired four shots
W. Frenger, junior
warden;
F. O. Spaulding-- chief clerk of the
It is understood the deficiency repre den;
at the girl who had her back turned.
with a
Our Holiday stock of fancy imported China is now beginnig to arrive.
sents the amount lost through
wholesale stamp department, discoverthe sons. membership of 42 Master Ma A Eeport to That Effect From Durban Is but who was told by her mother to
in need of anything in that line look over our stock.
When
ed the robbery when he opened the operations of Smith and Swift.
Discredited.
stoop to avoid the bullets. Two of them
Union lodge No. 4, Watrous, J. A
vault at 7:50 o'clock. The safe had
Thel Hague, Oct.
21. Former
rest however struck her in the groin and
senior
Fesh Oysters, Celery, Vegetables and Fruit
been locked at 5 p. m. on Saturday. PRESIDENT TO RECEIVE A DEGREE. Rolls, master; S. E. Rucker,
dents of the Transvaal, now In this one In the head, killing her almost in
W.
warden;
Morgan,
warden;
junior
once
notified Postofflce
Spaulding at
rumors
discredit
the
of
city,
Lobato
entirely
remounted
his
horse
with a membership of 29 Master Ma- stantly.
Inspector Stewart, who at once began
the death of General Dewet- - emanating and rode away. It is thought that he
E3gSoie Agent for Silver King Whisky.
an investigation, assisted by his depu- He Started this Afternoon for Farmington SOBS..'
from
Natal.
Durban,
either took to the mountains or is hidTemple lodge No. 5, Albuquerque,
'
ties and a squad of detectives from- the
and New Havep.
BANISHED
FROM
SOUTH
AFRICA, ing among relatives of whom he has
Henry N. Jaffa, master; E. L. Meddler,
city hall. The inspector said: "It was
President senior warden; A.
Pretoria, Oct. 21. Twelve more Boer many in Rio Arriba county. A posse
Washington. October 21.
B. McMillen, junior
the largest stamp robbery ever done in
John s in pursuit. The bloodhounds
sent
of 147 leaders, including Commandant
the history of the postal service in this Roosevelt, accompanied by Secretary warden; with a membership
J. E. LACOJHE, Proprietor.
Scheepers, whose capture was an from Santa Fe on Saturday were of no
Cortelyou, Assistant Secretary Barnes Master Masons.
."
on
nounced
October
have
12,
been
sevas
Lobato
avail
per
horses
changed
Silver City lodge No. 8, Sliver City,
To get to the vault, the men entered and one or two members of the White
afternoon E. J. Franz, master; R. V. Newsham, manently banished from South Africa. eral times In his flight.
through a trap door. A few feet in. House staff, will leave this
was
The girl
a member of the Pres
Conn. The president senior warden; H. Abraham, junior
for
WINTER IN ALASKA.
they encountered a brick wall, which will Farmington,
a brief time at Farmington
byterian church and was much beloved
Pool and Billiard Tables
warden; with a membership of 78 Masthey dug through. A hundred feet or with spend
his sister, Mrs. uowies, Deiore go ter Masons.
by all those who knew her for her quiet
The OXFORD CLUB keeps: Whiskies Old Homestead, Green River. Volso further on, they ran against
an
Is
to
re
ing to New Haven, where he
Parker Rye, Famous Silver King, Irish and Scotch.
Socorro lodge No. 9, Socorro, J. S. Skagway and Vicinity Have Been Visi and amiable ways. The funeral took
unteer, Elevation-187other wall, which
they also dug ceive the degree ol u. lu.
Brandies Apricot, Peach and Apple. Table Wines. Beer, bottled. Blue
place on Sunday, Rev. R. C. Buell of
E. A. Drake,
Fitch,
senior
master;
On
ted
Diastrous
Storms,
en
also
the
through.
by
way they
Toas officiating.
Ribbon, Bavarian; on draught, Tivoli. Dog Head Brand imported Ale and
E. Cook, junior warcountered a number of pipes, and
JUDGE THOMAS C. FULLER IS DEAD. warden; George
Porter. Miscellaneous Olives, Cherries, Trilby Cocktails, Egg Flips, etc.
Port Townsend, Wash., Oct. 21. The Miss Haley met with a serious acci
with
39
a
of
den;
Master
membership
the floor is but two feet, and in some
steamer
Centennial
arrived ' from dent yesterday at Embudo. The horse For a Nice Piece of Pianola Over
Masons.
Phone Call No. 20 and
places three feet, above the ground,
Nome, bringing 450 passengers. The attached to her carriage ran away
Mimbres
No.
Ask for Music, and Keep Phone to Your Ear. 10,
lodge
Georgetown,
they tunneled under the pipes. Their He Was an Esteemed Member of the Court N. J. Hicks,
the
winter
has and threw her out of the carriage. She
master; A. E. Dawson, passengers report that
whole course is plainly marked in this
of the Private Land Claims.
- SANTA FE, N. M.
'PHONE 20
as unconscious for several hours and
senior warden; George V. Yates, Jun- set in at St. Michael, the streets are
way. For light they used dry batterN. C, Oct. 13. Judge Thom
ior warden; with a membership of 15 frozen and the snow has commenced to as no medical assistance could be proRaleigh,
one
of
which
left
This
behind.
ies,
they
fall. Skagway and vicinity have been cured it was feared for a time that
as C. Fuller, aged 70, a native of North Master Masons.
battery and the wagon tracks are the
visited by a disastrous storm, causing she would die. She is much" Improved
Gate
No.
of
N.
C.
11,
the
and
associate
City
lodge
Raton,
Carolina,
justice
only clews we have) at present.
a property loss of about $75,000 on the today however.
Go-CaC.
M.
C.
Blackwell,
master;
land
court
of
United
Honck,
States
rt
private
"The space under the vault is large
White Pass and Yukon railroad.
senior
R.
B.
warwas
dv
to
he
which
warden;
Hart, junior
appointed
enough to allow a man to stand up- claims,
COUNCIL.
CITY
In 1890, died hereon den; with a membership of 87 Master
Harrison
President
right and their work must have been Sunday. He was taken ill over a year Masons.
A FATAL DUEL.
Is what you
comparatively easy with the drills and ago, whon returning from a meeting of
want for the
Deming lodge No. 12, Deming, W. W.
The Santa Fe Central Railroad Company
steel saws which they used.
The the court at Santa t o.
J.
P.
Robertson,
master;
Waco.
McGrorty,
Ends
Street
at
Texas,
20
In
were
Fray
stamps
pound bun.
arranged
Asks for Terminal Facilities.
senior warden; P. J. Wells, junior warAH OLD SOLDIER'S GRIEF.
dies, and the weight of the load they
Fatally.
council held an important ses
65
with
City
a
of
den;
Master
membership
carried off must have been 500 pounds.
Waco, Texas, Oct., 21. A, desperate sion on Saturday evening. Upon
the
Masons.
duel with six shooters was enacstreet
Evidently, one man handed the packHiram lodge No. 13, San Marclal, ted on Austin street, this afternoon request of the Santa Fe Central railages down to others in waiting below. He Hanged Himself Because He Was to Be
We have them in every desFrank Johnson, master; D. W. Hitch- between
Harris and son on road company, a committee consisting
As their progress must have been
Eetired- cription at the lowest prices
Sena
Hersch
Aldermen
and
of
senior
A.
Palen,
cock,
warden; J.
Johnson, one side and Dr. Lovelace and son on
slow in carrying even one bundle
We also carry a complete line
Salt Lake, Oct. 81. August Lange, junior warden; with a membership of the other. Both the Harris men are was appointed to confer with the railon
all
those
crawlinir
tunnels,
through
of housefurnishing goods,
44 Master Masons.
dead. Dr. Lovelace and son are locked road officials In regard to a site for a
himself
at
ordnance
sergeant,
hanged
all fours,- I judge
they worked for
second hand and new . . .
Animas lodge No. 16, Aztec, C. C. p charged with killing. Family trou depot and terminal facilities.
hours getting their booty to the wagon. Fort Douglas. He was to be retired in
bles are supposed to have been the
Upon the request of the attorney of
Plnckney,
master; J. E. McCarty, sen- cause.
a
over
his
Grief
few days.
seseparation
"Evidently, they felt perfectly
the water company, Aldermen Palen,
believed to have been ior warden; F. M. Pierce, junior war
cure, though somewhat
disappointed from armyoflife issuicide.
Dudrow and Sena were appointed a
the
Lange was 61 den; with a membership of 26 Master
at missing the cashier's vault, , where the cause
committee to confer with representa- For Iron Beds We
of age, enlisted at the outbreak of Masons.
the lead $4 up-T- erms
there were $35,000 In cash and a great years
the Civil war, and participated in many
tives of the company in regard to the
No. 16, Kingston, W.
Kingston
lodge
of
stamps."
quantity
Historic Datties.
H. Bucker, master; E. F. Bloodgood,
city's indebtedness to the company.
Postmaster Frederick E. Coyne is In
the
The water company, recognizing
senior warden; W. S. Hopewell, Junior
INCORPORATION. TTa la
Wnahtnffnn
raonnnalhlu fnv
A DETECTIVE FATALLY SHOT.
financial stringency at present of the
32 Mas
A. B. Renehan, attorney, this aftera
with
of
warden;
membership
the loss until an act of congress frees
ter Masons.
noon filed incorporation papers in t:ie city proposes to take city bonds for the
him from it. Of stamps stolen, 1,776,000
'Chama lodge No. If, Chama, W. E. office of Territorial Secretary J. W. sum the city owes it, instead of push
were one cent and 1,662,900 two cents The Deed Was Done By John Foley, An
Cuisine and Table
Broad, master; John Owen, senior Raynolds for the St. Lazarus Mining ing its suit against the city.
Renovated and Refurstamps. They got 150 $1, 807 $2, and
was inThe ordinance committee
warden; G. W. La Portei Junior war Company of New Mexico with $5,000,000
Service Unexcelled.
nished
105 $5 stamps.
Throughout.
Galvlh
Cincinnati, Oct. 31. Detective
direc- structed to draft a new ordinance govden; with a membership of 34 Master capital,- The incorporatorsxand
Jota
n
shot
Criin
D.
was
of
Masons.
tors
the
S.
pavements.
are
fatally
laying
today by
Christian
Otjen, .Mosesp. erning
MARQUIS ITO ROOSEVELT'S GUEST.
the proposition
Leo Hersch made
Roswell lodge No. 18, Roswell, R. M, Newald, James Gilowsky, Hugo
whom he arrested
Foley, an
His Party at Home Has Started a Move- for picking pockets. Two other police- Parsons, master; A. H. Rockafellow,
George W. Marling, James H. that the city issue $20,000 bonds to remen caught Foley. Crim was the lead senior warden; Robert Kellahln, Junior Stover of Milwaukee, Wis.; Alois B. fund the bonded indebtedness of the
ment to Overthrow the Japanese
indebted
ing detective in the famous Pearl Bryan warden; with a membership of 90 Mas- Renehan and Zeporah G. Renehan of city and to pay its floating
WILLIAM VAUGHN, PROP.
Cabinet- murder case. Last marcn ne served as ter Masons.
Santa Fe, and Samuel P. Conger of ness, arguing that this would relieve
McKinlev
nersonal zuard for President
21. The
distinWashington, Oct.
The main the city and put it upon a sound flnan
Cerrlllos lodge No. 19, Oerrlllos, Earl San Pedro, New Mexico.
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Men.
guished Japanese statesman, Marquis at the inauguration.
Turner, master; J. P. McNulty, senior offices of the company will be at Mil- cial basis, especially since about 33,000
Ito, was the guest of President Rooseto
are
.
taxes
.
G.
3.
office
Mexico
New
reported
delinquent city
warden;
Johnson, Junior warden; waukee, Wis.; the
New
COLOMBIAN
REBELS DEFEATED.
velt at luncheon today. He is giving
with a membership of 30 Master Ma- at Santa Fe with A. B. Renehan as be held in the district court for final
S
special attention to the financial, inwith
sons.
New Mexico agent. The company will disposition. The proposition met
dustrial and commercial conditions of
White Oaks lodge No. 20, . White work the San Lazarus group of four- little favor however, and no motion
Was Fought Near Panama
Battle
The
the United States and observed many
Santa Fe resolution or ordinance to that effect
Oaks, J. Talllferro,
master; B. P. teen claims in southern
Last Tuesday.
things of interest even in the short
Gumm, senior warden; H. Biggs, Jun county, on which it has already ex- was introduced.
time he has been in this country so
Kingston, Jamaica, Oct. 21. Letters ior warden; with a membership of 15 pended something like 3130,000.
he was able to add his share to an in- from Panama say that the Colombian Master Masons.
THE DEATH OF JUDGE FULLER.
District Court Notes.
teresting conversation with the presi- rebels lost heavily in a battle near there Eddy lodge No. 21, Carlsbad, S. I.
.
dent.
In the case of the Territory of New
last Tuesday. The rebels are coneen Roberts, master; A. N. Pratt,
senior
POLITICS IN JAPAN.
Mexico ex rel., Mrs. Joseph Hersch vs. He Was Well Known to Host of the Peo
In camp and both sides are pre- warden; W. R. Owen, Junior
trating
warden; W J.
21.
Oct.
Yokohama,
McPherson, treasurer of the city
Ito's paring for the clash which, li is expect- with a mlembershlp of 40 Master Ma
Marquis
ple of This City.
of Hants Fe, an application for a writ of
party has Initiated a strong movement ed, will largely determine the fate of sons.
Thomas C. FuHbt, whose death
treasurer
to
the
Judge
mandamus,
city
compel
to overthrow the cabinet.
Important tne revolution.
Lebanon lodge No. 22, Gallup, D. C. to pay certain citv warrants, issued In Is announced in the telegraphic columns
A Strike Injunction Modtfsd.
Russell, master; W. E. Lynch, senior January ofthls year, Judge McFIe has of the New Mexican today, is well
The Corner Store
the city until
extended the time
Naval Appoinments.
of Santa Fe, liav
.
Chicago, Oct. 21. Judge. Kohlsaat of warden; Benjamin L. Holmes, Junior Saturday to brine given
in evidence as to the known to the people
37
a
of
with
21.
membership
The president the United States circuit court today warden;
of the original members of
Washington,, Oct.
validity of the warrants which had not ing been one
made the following appointments:
e
oeen questioned thus lar. juage
modified the Injunction against the In Master Masons.
the court of private land claims as ap
C. ternational Association of machinists in
ruled that the provisions of the
Navy Lieutenant commanders,
Clayton lodge No. 23, Clayton, Phil
pointed in 1891, the personnel of the
H. Harlow, James H. Hetherfngton.
paycase so that peace Denit, master; Frank F. Carnes, sen Bateman law alone governed the
the
court having remained intact since its
'
Junior ment of warrants by the city.
AjivuieiiuniB j. o. neeves, rxanK o. ful picketing or moral suasion is per ior warden; H. C. Thompson,
Some of tho most Impor
organization.
B.
this
N.
mitted.
Uphara, Roscoe C. Moody.
Laughlln,
warden; with a membership of 44 Masattorney,
Judge
tant decisions rendered bv that court
filed
forenoon
Frederick
Muller
suit
by
Masons.
ter
his
of
rank
were
from
Chas.
Chaplain,
lieutenant,
pen and his judicial caFrom Denver to CMeago.
vs. Kfllil Seba, In assumpsit, to recover reer was In
M. Charlton.
every respect a fitting close
Sacramento lodge No. 24, Alamogor- to a life full of honors acnievea in nis
Chicago, Oct. 21. Announcement was do,- Robert White, master; Col. Lewis, 1176.06,
other walks of
Poolks Aaoapts
and in
made today of the removal shortly of senior warden; Charles
10 Cents.
firofossion was a the
E.
for
Health
Beasley,
typical gentleman of
Washington, Oct ,21. it was an- the headquarters ; of the Transconti- Junior
with
a
of
warden;
membership
A lively liver, pure blood, dean the old school and had hundreds of
nounced' officially today that William nental Passenger association from Den- 43
Master Masons.
friends and admirers throughout the
,
v
Dudley Foulke, to whom the president ver to this city.
skin, bright eyes, perfect health
southwest who will learn with sorrow
All kind of rough and finished lumber; Texas floor
on Saturday tendered a membership on
will
Cascareta Candy Cathartic
ob of
' The Wool Marks.
uls death.
Anothw Bank Bobbery.
the civil service commission, vice Ma- Genufor
lowest market prlco: windows and
them
secure
and
tain
Ing
you.
Wool steady;
St. Louis, Oct. 21.
Folds. Minn.. Oct. 21. The safe of ine tablets
por John B. Harlow, resigned, had ac
Never WANTED Bright boy to learn trade
C
stamped
Farmers'
was
the
Bank
blown
open sold
eepted.
.
In New Mexican bindery department.
Portland Cement.
IS.
in bulk. All druggists, xoc.
16K; fine, U
IStf; coarse, 1
early today and $5,500 seeured.
had been called for the purpose of cor
recting their testimony, Lieutenant B.
W. Wells, Jr., who was on the Brook
lyn, narrated the story of the battle of
July 3. "One time," he sal' I, "the
Brooklyn seemed to' be alone .engaging
three Bhips." Other witnesses
called
for the day were Edward Graham, associated press correspondent, who was
with Commodore Schley on the Brook
lyn; Lieutenant Edward Simpson, who
served on the Brooklyn, and Dennis J.
;
Cronin.
In reply ,to a question,
Wells said
that Schley "was thoroughly fearless
and
on all occasions.'

W. H. GOEBEL, HARDWARE.

BR0.

H. B. CARTWRIGHT &
No. 4 BAKERY.
SIDE

Groceries, Feed and Crockery.

iM

$67,-82- 8;

THE OXFORD CLUB.
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One hour after the other Is being
chopped off the time of passenger
Fe Us
trains between Chicago and San Fran- cisco and each year brings the Pacific
coast nearer to the Atluntic coast. This
ThE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY
is an immense country but the lngenut- is reducing space wonderful- matter at ty of manNew
Kriered as Second-ClaMexico today seems no
ly, and
the Santa Fe Postotnce.
further from the east than did Philadelphia from New York 50 years ago.
The New Mexican la the oldest news' Of course, this
greatly benefits the
ev1b
to
sent
Mexico.
It
paper In New
tourists,
west and helps to bring
ery postofflce In the territory, and has healthseekers and siettlers as well as
a large and growing circulation among capital to what were formerly considthe intelligent and progressive people ered the frontier commonwealths.
rsf the southwest.
Work on the Santa Fe Central rail- KATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
road is to commence within a month, j
$ .25 All the
Dailj per weeK, by carrier
preliminary arrangements tor
the construction of the road have been
Daily, per month, by carrier
LOO
made and by next Christmas the great
Daily, per month, by mail
2.00
Dailv. three months, bv mail
will connect at
Rock Island system
4.00
Santa Fe with the great Denver & Rio
by mail
Daily, six mo'-iT.60
Grande system. The year 1902 will
Daily, one year, by mail
2Si
mark the date of the beginning of San- Weekly, per month,
75
ta Fe's new greatness. Ten years from
Weekly, per quarter
now old timers will not know the city
Weekly, six months
2.00
Weekly per year
any more for it ought then to be the
largest town between Denver and F.l
Paso and Kansas City and Los An
MONDAY, OCTOBER 21.
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New Mexico Demand

of the 7th

State-beo- d

Consrci.

Of Right and In JustUo New
a State.

Mexico Should Bis

Even the artificial drug store blonde
must give way. Everything that is
yellow seems to be doomed these days.
When it comes to banking on fraudulent votes, Tammany is way ahead in
New York City.

a

Colonel Bryan is still believed to be
live politician in some parts of the

country.

Even in the United

States

some sections move slowly.

Carefully compiled reports from all
over the territory indicate that fully
of the people favor state
hood. Congress should heed the desire
of this overwhelming majority.
nine-tent-

The Arizona statehood convention
takes place at Phoenix on the 25th of
this month. Governor Otero will at'
tend the convention and make an ad'
be. New
dress. This is as it should
Mexico and Arizona must work hand In
hand regardless of politics.
Human and official wants are being
made known to President Roosevelt
these days with alacrity and dispatch.
There are many men who think they
ought to have many offices to say nothBut
ing of the women applicants.
President Roosevelt is young and robust.
There is to be no immediate cut In
there is no
the price of copper and
likelihood of a future cut In price. New
Mexico can go on developing Its many
copper prospects and mines until it becomes the largest copper
producer
of
the
among the commonwealths
United States.
Russia now possesses

battleship of its class in

the

fastest

the

world,
to the
which however is no menace
United States for the vessel was built
Sam can
In this country and Uncle
duplicate the Retvizan, as the ship is
the
called, at any time, all except
name.
defends her
A Nebraska woman
brother who is accused of being an
Anarchist by saying that he is insane
and not an Anarchist. Most people in
America would rather be insane than
be classed among the Anarchists or
among the sympathizers with the Filipinos.
Josiah Flynt, a Philadelphia reformer, has been investigating the "City of
Brotherly Love," and finds it as bad as
Chicago and New York. Human nature Is human nature, and Reformer
Flynt might have saved his time and
trouble; money an alleged reformer
never spends. There are some shining
examples of this fact in the capital of
New Mexico.

The tax books show that the great
tax reformer, Berger by name, who is
very desirous mat otner people snoum
pay increased taxes, has paid no taxes
whatever for a dozen years. This man s
failure in that regard however, is made
up by the colossal cheek and gigantic
Impudence he exhibits. The citizens of
Santa Fe however, are on to him and
know that he is neither ornamental nor
useful. This is the consensus of opin
ion wherever he is known. He is too
small in every respect, except as to his
cheek and impudence, to waste much
time or space on.
of New
The following governors
Mexico wiere or are members of the
John
Bent,
Masonic order: Charles
Grlner, David Merriweather, Abraham
Rencher. Robert B. Mitchell, William
A. Pyle, William G. Ritch, Samuel B
Axtell, Lew Wallace, L. A. Sheldon, L.
Bradford Prince, W. T. Thornton and
Miguel A. Otero. Among this number
for any
the secretaries who served
length of time as acting governors are
included. This is certainly an excellent
showing for the Masonic fraternity.
Charles Bent was the first civil governor under the military government.
under
The others were all governors
the territorial form of government.

takes
The Santa Fe management
there is no
the trouble to deny that
immediate prospect of the main line of
the Santa Fe railroad between Las Ve
gas and Albuquerque being changed so
as to avoid the Glorieta grade and the
At)ache canon by coming via Santa
Fe. All surveys, it is stated, by the
and
officials, are merely preliminary
the railroad company does hot for the
present contemplate making the im
provement spoken of lately by the
newsDaoers. This, at least, does not
cut off all hope that Santa Fe may
some' day be on the main line of the
Santa Fe railroad. The surveys that
are being made are merely preliminary
but the day may come when they will
be acted upon and construction work
be pushed. It would pay the Santa Fe
railroad in dollars and cents to" build
and it would mean
the proposed cut-oan era of growth and prosperity to the
city and surroundings.
ff

There are some people in the United
States, none in New Mexico, It is to be
hoped, who rejoice every time that a
band of Americans is attacked by a
robber band in the Philippines and
have
slaughtered. Men of that class
been thoughtlessly classified with Anarchists, but they are really worse.
They lack principle, courage, and patriotism even more than does a professional Anarchist, yet some of them
are people who in other respects are
sane, who have a high social and mor
al standing in the communities in
which they live, In fact, who pride
themselves upon their respectability
and sometimes upon their wealth. It is
a class or citizens nara 10 aem wiui,
but good Americans should, whenever
occasion offers.show unmistakably how
they despise the men who aid the enemies of the country and stab the nation's defenders by their unfeigned
sympathy with the robber bands of the
Philippine Islands.

Perry S. Heath Is now in charge of
the Salt Lake Tribune and will take
an active part In politics. A substantial newspaper is a good thing for a
ambition to posman with political
more
sess. IJewspapers have helped
politicians to succeed than anything or
New Mexici Demands Statehood.
anybody else although
they seldom
There is no longer a single newspaget the credit or a reward for their
work.
per that seriously opposes statehood.
Democratic
One after the other the
The interesting tidings come from and Populistlc newspapers have furled
China that the funds raised by Amer- their
banners and have
stateicans for the relief of Chinese famine joined the forces that demand
sufferers have been stolen by the Chin- hood. The people of New Mexico are
LI Hung emphatically a unit in demanding from
ese mandarins including
Chang. That serves the people right congress an enabling act. Can conwho would rather contribute
money gress do otherwise than to accede to
for the famine sufferers in China than this demand? Taxation without reprehelp a starving neighbor who may sentation must go and a government
must be
need relief worse than the poorest of truly by and for the people
Chinamen.
established. Was It not promised New
Mexico over fifty years ago In the
Hidalgo? Have
A railroad company to construct a treaty of Guadalupe
railroad from Maxwell City, in Colfax not the people of New Mexico patientcounty, on the Santa Fe railway, to ly waited and fitted themselves for the
Elizabethtown in the same county, a rights that the fathers of 1776 fought
for? Haven't they built school houses,
distance of 64 miles, has been Incorporestablished
churches,
ated. The capital stock is $1,000,000. universities,
This road, when constructed, will open newspapers, made progress along evone of the richest agricultural, stock, ery line in the same ratio as the adin the joining states? Has not the territory
timber and mining sections
southwest. It will be a paying propo- of New Mexico a greater population
sition from the first day of Its opera- than Delaware or Idaho, twice as great
tion. In the line of these facts it must a population as the state of Wyoming
be admitted byall fair minded observ- and almost five times the population of
ers that New Mexico is certainly at the state of Nevada? Has not New
last attracting the attention of the Mexico greater population and greater
four-fiftof the
country and that capital is coming this wealth than had
states when they were admitted to the
way for profitable Investment.
union? Has not New Mexico carried
The grand lodge of New Mexico of on a territorial government, borne its
Free Masons convened today at Albu- expenses and been responsible for its
querque In its 24th grand convention. actions, these fifty years past? StateA little over fifty years ago, in May, hood would place no greater responsiwould
1851, Montezuma lodge of this city, the bilities upon the territory, it
mother of Free Masonry in the south- merely enlarge the civic and political
New Mexico
west, was constituted. The New Mex- rights of Its citizens.
ican In Its today's issue publishes a wants to vote for the next president of
complete history of Free Masonry In the United States, tl wants to cut loose
the territory and from Its very begin- from the leading strings which hampwar. The er its progress. There is no adequate
ning during the Mexican
dates given therein are very Interest- reason any longer why an imaginary
to
ing and correct and the edition is fully line to the north, to the east, and
illustrated with pictures of the Ma- the south should divide a people who
sons of Montezuma lodge, who have are disfranchised from a people who
taken prominent part In Masonic mat- possess all the liberties and rights
ters. The record is a most enviable granted them by the Declaration of
one and a great credit to the ancient Independence and by the Constitution.
one voice and one
society of Free Masons and to the peo- New Mexico with
heart demands statehood!
ple of the territory alike.

in coffee or tea, and believe today that
SOCIETIES.
their
they discontinued drinking of
own free will. Do not wait. Do not
be deluded by apparent and misleading
Masonic.
dis
improvement." Drive out the
ease at once and for all time.
The
MONTEZUMA LODGE,
"Home Gold Cure" is sold at the ex
No. 1, A., F. and A. M
tremely low price of One Dollar, thus
communicaKegular
'
within
of
reach
placing
everybody
TABB3T.
tion first Monday In each
treatment more effectual than others
to
IM. Full directions aa
month at Masonic
Scrofula is but a modified form of Blood costing fiz
company each package. Special advice
at 7:30 p. m,
Poison and Consumption. The
skilled physicians when requested
by
who is tainted by cither will 6ee parenl
W. S. HARROUN,
la tbl without extra'chargr. Sent prepaid to
cnua tne same disease
W. M
any part of the world on receipt of $1.
in
manifesting itself
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F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
the form of swollen
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and
Market
Company,
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of the neck
and
SANTA FE CHAPTER, No.
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Philadelphia, All correspondence stric
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tly confidential.
imoiu, catarrn. weak (
I, R. A. M. Regular coneyes, offensive sores
vocation second Monday in
and abscesses and ofThe latest faces of types for letter
each month at M iconic Hall
tentimes white sweheads, circular envelopes and the like
at 7:30 p. m.
llingsure signs of
at the New Mexican printing office let
MARCUS ELDODT, H. V
Scrofula. There may
otnee
nave
and
your work done at that
be no external siens for
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
a long time, for the disease dev'elopsslowlj it done well, quickly and at went pp
SANTA FE COMMANDERY
111 some cases
but the poison js in the sible prices.
No. 1, IC T. Regular convwjyx nuu win oreaKout at the first favor,
ableoonortunitv- s s s
clave fourth Monday In each
!,; m.f.
ing, destructive disease by first purifyino The EI PaSO S fiock Island
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
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lUc uioou ana stimulating
E. L. BARTLETT, E. C.
and invigorating the whole system.
Route.
F. S. DAVIS, Recorder.
J. M. Seals, us PublicSrpiare, Nashville, Tenn.
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glands on
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Arrives at El Paso
makes new and pure
evening at Odd Fellows' hall.
(Daily except Sunday.)
blood to nourish and
H. W. STEVENS, N. G.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
the
strengthen
body,
W. R. PRICE, Secretary.
At Tularosa For Mescaiero Indian
and is a positive and
safe euro fnr Rrrnfiiln Agency and San Andreas mining re- AZTLAN
LODGE, No. S, I. O. O. F.,
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It overcomes all forma rf htnvi
gion,
meetB every Friday evening In Odd
whether inherited or aemiirpH on A nn
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Fellows' hall, San Francisco street. Vis
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J. A. DAVIS, N. Q
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JOHN C. SEARS, Secretary.
At
SaniFor
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Fort
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the blood in good condition and prevent
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CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, No. t,
and Bonito country.
Send for our free book and write out
I. O. O. P. Regular communication
about
For
Information
case.
of
kind
We
physicians
make no
any
your
regard' the second and fourth Tuesday of each
enarge whatever for medical advice.
or
railroads
the country adja month at Odd Fellows' hall.
Ing the
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CCaTLANTA, OA.
Visiting
cent thereto, call on or write to
patriarchs welcome.
A. S. GREIG,
L. M. BROWN, C. P.
Assistant General Manager.
W. M. H. WOODWARD, Scribe.
Hope givea way to doubt; despair A. N. BROWN, Gen. F. and P. Agent,
grows to conviction.
Alamogordo, N. M, MYRTLE REBEKAH LODGE, No.
What we call another man's failure In Or C. M. SHELBY, Agt., El Paso, Tex.
I. O. O. F. Regular meeting first and
life we call our disappointment.
third Tuesday of each month at Odd
Fellows' hall. Visiting brothers and sisTho new Ameer stutters badly. Howters welcome.
ever, that is not so bad as spluttering.
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THE HOME GOLD CURE.
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ELIAS S. STOVER,
Grand Master,
Elias S. Stover was born In Rockland, Maine, November 22, 1836. He
received a good common school education in his native town. He went to
Kansas in 1858 and engaged in business. He entered the Union army in a
Kansas regiment May 14, 1S61, and
served as a private, corporal, sergeant,
lieutenant, captain and commander of
a battery of artillery during the war,
being honorably mustered out October
30, I860.
He participated in nearly every battle of the southwest and was
mentioned several times in general orders for meritorious conduct, bravery
and gallantry on the field of battle.
After the close of the war he returned
to civil life and entered business. He
was elected and served as a member
of the house of representatives and as
a member of the senate of the Kansas
state legislative assembly and also as
lieutenant governor of that state from
He came to New Mexico as a
member
of the mercantile firm of
Stover, McClure & Co. and settled in
Albuquerque. He served as a member
of the council of the 29th legislative assembly of New Mexico from Bernalillo
county. He has been a regent of the
University of New Mexico ever since
its establishment in 1891 to the present
time, and for six years served as presi
1872-7-

1900-190- 1.

dent of the institution.
Stover retired from active business
some years ago, but is still a resident
of Albuquerque.
He was made a Mason in Union
lodge No. 6, Junction City, Kansas, In
the winter of 1865. He is a charter
member of Temple lodge No. 6 at Albu
querque, and is a past master of the
lodge. He received the Chapter degrees
in Rio Grando Chapter No. 4, in 1882,
while the chapter was still under diS'
pensation and has filled the offices of
scribe, king and high priest therein
He was knighted in Santa Fe Com- manaery xno. 1, lssz, and became a
charter member of Pilgrim Command-crNo. 3, at Albuquerque, April 25,
1883, and was its first prelate.
He
has served in the Commandery as captain general, generalissimo and as eminent commander.
He has served in the grand lodge of
New Mexico as junior grand warden,
senior grand warden and deputy grand
master and was elected in October,
1900, grand master for the term
Stover was a brave and
successful soldier, an honest and careful legislator and is a very good citizen
and a true Mason.

The Three Oldest Masonic
Organizations in New Mexico
They Are Located at Santa Fe Brief Historical Sketches of
--

Montezuma Lodge No. I, Santa Fe Chapter No.

Santa Fe Commandery No.

I

and
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It is now generally known and understood that Drunkenness is a disease and not weakness. A body filled
nerves completely
with poison, and
shattered by periodical or constant use
of Intoxicating liquors.requires an antidote capable of neutralizing and eradicating this poison, and destroying the
rrnvlnfi. fnr tnrmrip.n.ntR. Kilfferprs msiv
now cure themselves at home without!
publicity or loss of time from business
by this wonderful "Home Gold Cure"
which has been perfected after many
years of close study and treatment of
Inebriates. The faithful use according
to directions of this wonderful discovery is positively guaranteed to cure the
most obstinate case, no matter
how
hard 'a drinker. Our records show the
thousmarvelous transformation of
ands of drunkards into sober, industrious and upright men.
ChilWives cure your husbands!!
dren cure your fathers!! This remedy
sense
no
a
a nostrum but is speis in
cific for this disease only, and is so
skillfully devised and prepared that it
is thoroughly soluble and pleasant to
the tastes, so that it can be given in
the
a cup of tea or coffee without
knowledge of the person
taking it.
Thousands of drunkards have
cured
themselves with this priceless remedy,
and as many more have been cured
and made temperate men by having
the cure administered by loving friends
and relatives without their knowledge

DON'T

NO.

1

at Santa Fe

Montezuma lodge No. 1, the mother
lodge of New Mexico, the center of
Masonry in the jurisdiction, and rich
in the good deeds and memories of the
past; by virtue of a charter granted by
the grand lodge of the state of Missouri, May 8, A. L. 5851 and dated May
12, 1851, convened at the city of Santa
Fe on the 22d day of August, 1851. The
number of the lodge then was 109, and
so continued until the year 1877, when
the grand lodge of New Mexico was
organized, and it was numbered 1.
The first officers were: M. Ashurst,
W. M.; Wm. McGrorty, S. W.; R. L.
Brent, J. W.; Joseph E. Gray, secretary; R. F. Green, treasurer. Other
members present,
Love, Wingfleld,
Mosely,
Tuley, Cunningham, Abreu,
Florence, Griener and Tully. Of these,
Ashurst died at Santa Fe July 5, 1869;
Brent was killed by the Apaches on
the Jornada, December 4, 18S1, and
Green died at Santa Fe December 18,
1878.
Love, Wingfleld, Mosely and
Tuley never affiliated. Cunningham,
Florence, Greiner and Tully demltted,
and Abreu affiliated In 1857.
On October 6, 1851, the third meeting.
the following joined by affiliation: S.
J. Spiegelberg, J. N. Ward, L. P. Gra
ham, James Conklln, Thos. E. Masste,
Pinkney R. Tully, J. S.. Patton, B. F.
Read "and Jas. D. Ellis.
In 1853, In conjunction with the Odd
Fellows, ground was purchased, enclosed and dedicated for a cemetery.
Hugh N. Smith, who was elected in
1850 a member of congress from New
Mexico, but was never allowed to take
his seat, and who died in 1859, being the
first trustee.
From 1851 to the present time, the
lodge has been in continuous existence,
the communications have been regularly held, and its records remarkably
well kept.
In fact, they constitute an
epitome of the history of New Mexico,
since its acquisition by the United
States. Its members have been prominent, not only in Masonry, but in the
civil and military history of the terri
tory and country. W. W. Griffin was
the first grand master of the grand
lodge, and the lodge supplied three
others, Henry L. Waldo, Max. Frost,
and W. S. Harroun. David J. Miller
was the first, and for seven years, the
grand secretary of the grand lodge,
but failing health compelled him to relinquish the office, and he died in St.
Louis a few years since. For more
than twenty years he was the chief
clerl of the surveyor general's office;
an able Spanish scholar, an honest,
trustworthy,, genial, kind and lovable
man, and If good deeds done on earth

TOBACCO SPIT

and 5 MO KB
YourLifeaway!
form of

cer-

first master, a noted advocate; Hugh
N. Smith, a brilliant lawyer and gallant
Charles Blumnor, for
many years the collector of internal
revenue, an honest, kindly man whose
charity knew no bounds; Kirby Benedict, for ten years chief justice of the
a friend
territory, able, honorable.just
of the needy and distressed. He died
in 1874, and an immense concourse of
people were present at his funeral;
Christopher Carson, the noted scout
and guide the companion of Fremont
a brigadier general of the volunteers,
who subdued the Navajoes, died at
Fort Lyon, Colorado, In 1868, and was
burled at Taos. The lodge endeavored
to have his remains brought to Santa
Fe but his family decided otherwise; C.
P. Clever, a delegate to congress and
noted lawyer, died at Tome in 1874, and
whose remains were brought to Santa
Fe and Interred with Masonic honors;
Joab Houghton, one of the first associate justices of the supreme court of
New Mexico; Henry L. Waldo, chief
justice of New Mexico; W. T. Thornton, governor of New Mexico; S. B.
Axtill,' governor and chief justice of
New Mexico; W. G. Ritch, for many
years secretary of the territory and at
times acting governor; surveyors general, Clark, Spencer, Proudflt and Atkinson; S. B. Elkins, Antonio Joseph
and T. B. Catron, delegates to
E. L. Bartlett for many
years solicitor general of New Mexico;
and Samuel
Eldodt,

N.MOINDRAGON,

Mgr.

Palace Ave., Griffin Bldg., near Plaza

B.

Thomas W. Strong.
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Attorney-at-La-

Las Cruces, New Mexico,
District attorney for Dona Ana,
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties,
Third Judicial District.

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M. Lani
and mining business a specialty.
N. S. ROSE,
Attorney at Law, Cerrlllos, N. M.
N. B. LAUOHliIN,
(Late Associate Justice, Supreme Court
New Mexico.)
SANTA FB
NEW MEXICO.

Cure In AH Cases.
SENT ABSOLUTELY FREE ON RECEIPT OF POSTAL.

Write Your Name and Address Plainly.

,

CHAS. F. EASLEY,

.

Asthmalene Brings Instant Relief and Permanent

YEARC

B. C.ABBOTT,

There is nothing like Asthmalene. It
brings Instant relief, even In the worst
cases. It cures when all else falls.
The Rev. C. F. WELLS, of Villa Eldge,
Ills., says; "Your trial bottle of Asthmalene received in good condition. I
cannot tell you bow tbankfil I feel for
the good derived from It. I was a slave,
chained with putrid sore throat and
Asthma for ten years. I despaired of
ever being cured. I saw your advertisement for the cure of this dreadful
and tormenting disease, Asthma, and
thought you had overspoken yourselves,
but resolved to give It a trial. To my
astonishment, the trial acted like a
e
charm. Send me a
bottle."

Attorney-at-La-

Practices In the district and supreme
courts. Prompt and .careful attention
given to all business."
District attorney for the counties of
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
; i '
Juan. Santa Fe, N; M.
M. READ, .
. BENJAMIN
Attorney-at-CLa-

' ' Santa Fe, N. M. "
Practices In all the courts of .the territory and the departments at Washington, D. C,
:.

;

A. B. RBNEHAN,

full-siz-

:

(City Attorney.)

Rot. Or. Morris Wechilor,

RELIEF.

opium, morphine, chloroform or other.

,

especial-

ly. Member Attorneys' National Clearing House. Rooms 8 and 8 Sena Block,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Drs. Taft Bros'. Medecinb Co.,
Gentlemen: Your Asthmalene Is an
excellent remedy for Asthma and Hay
Fever, and its composition alleviates all
troubles which combine with Asthma,
Its success Is astonishing and wonderful.
.. After having it carefully analyzed, we
can state that Asthmalene contains no
Very truly yours,
REV. DR. MORRIS WECHSLER.

Physicians and Surgeons.
""DR. FRANCIS CROSSON,
and residence in the Crist house.

Office

a. m.; 4 p. m. .7-- 8 p. m.
Hours:
Diseases of the Eye, Bar, Nose, Throat
and Lungs and Special Surgery.
10--

Avon Spbings, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1901.
Bros. Medicine Co.
. .,
,
Gftntifimnni
I write this testimony from a sense of duty, navmg tested me
wife
has been
wonderful effect of your Asthmalene, for the cure ot .Asthma My
afflicted with spasmodic asthma for the past twelve .years. Having exhausted my
own skill as well as many others, I chanced to see your sign upon your window on
130th Street, New York, I at Once obtained a bottle of Asthmalene. My wife coma radical immenced taking it about the first of November. I very
and she Is entirely
provement. After using one bottle her Asthma has disappeared
free from all symptoms. I feel that I can consistently recommend the medicine
to all who are afflicted with this distressing disease.
O. D. PHELPS, M, D.
Yours respectfully,
Dr.

Watiut law

Attorney-at-lai-

Rabbi of the Cong. Bnal Israel.
New Yobk, Jan. 3, 1901.

r

a

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,

Others, 81 and up.
P. O. Box 151 - SILVER CITY, N. M

CHAINED
FOR TEN

F. O. ELKS.

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M.
GEO. W. KNABBEL,
Office In Griffin Block. Collections an
searching titles a specialty.
EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Of&
In the Capitol.
W. J. McPHERSON,
Attorney ait law. PracUoes in all the
courts In the territory. Santa Fe, New
""'
Mexico.

TRICES

Silver
Copper
Lead

W.

Attorneys at Law.

Best AcTaos, Bro- Hopewell
- - - -

SILVER CITY ASSAY OFFICE
-

XT.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

LIVERY AND FEED
Tres Piedras, IN. JH.

Gold

O.

SANTA FE LODGE, No. 460, B. P.
E., holds Its regular sessions on tha
second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
T. J. HELM, E. R.
and welcome.
C. A. CARUTH, Secretary.

HACK LINE
Meets all Trains.
commodations for
mide, Headstone,
and Other Points

A..

SANTA FE LODGE, No. 2, K of P- .Regular meeting every Tueidav even.
ing at 7:3 o'clock at Castle hall. Visit
ing Knights given a cordial welcome.
J. M. AN ATA, C. C.
WENDELL V. HALL, K. of R. and S

ASTHMA CURE FREE!

treasurer.

Of those who achieved military renown were: James H. Carleton, brevet major general U. S. army, commander department of New Mexico;
Horace Brooks, a distinguished officer
of artillery; Benjamin C. Cutler and
Cyrus H. De Forest, assistant adjutant
generals; Dr. De Leon, surgeon general
of the confederate army; William A.
Kobbe, now a brigadier general, U. S.
army, serving in Philippine Islands;
W. B. Rochester, paymaster general,
U. S. army; M. I. Ludlngton, quartermaster general, U. S army; C, A.
Woodruff, L. H. Rucker, C. A. Cooper,
now colonels in the U. S. army; Albert
H. Pfeiffer, a distinguished officer of
the volunteers, whose deeds on the
field of battle and in single fights with
Indians belittle the tales of romance;
General Wm. T. Magruder, killed at
and Henry Mercure, a
Gettysburg;
brave soldier 'and noted Indian trader.
On May 13, 1901, the lodge celebrated
Its fiftieth anniversary with proper
ceremonies, a large number of prominent men and Masons being present.
(Continued on Seventh Page.)

SILVER FILIGREE.

tobacco usini
letic, full of

7. De maae wen. strode,
new life and vigor by taking
maices wesK men strong. Many gain
tainly well with our hrnth Pt In tho inai
ten pounds in ten days. Over BOO.
O OB
hereafter.
cured. AH druggists. Cure guaranteed. Book
In civil life were Merril Ashurst, the let and advice FREE. Address STRRT.INB
437
REMEDY CO., Chicago or Mew York.

are credited to us above, then it is

--

GOLDEN LODGE, No. 8, A. O. V. W.,
meets every
second and fourth
Wednesdays at 8 p. m.
JOHN C. SEARS, M. W.
JOSEPH DIONEO, Recorder.

and

GOLD

Liquor Habit,

You can be cured of any

Montezuma Lodge

and
Jewelry Mfg. Co.

A Pleasant and Positive Cure for the

y

1900-190- 1.

Santa Fe Filigree

An Ingenious Treatment by Which Drunkards Are Being Oared Daily in Spite of
No Noxious Doses No
Themselves
Weakening of the Nerves- -

Real Estate Agent and Notary
Public- -

Taft

R. L. BACA.

Real estate agent and notary vobllo.
Expert translator from Spanish to English and from English to Spanish. Typewriting done correctly and neatly. OI
flee Prince block, Palace avenue, Santa

,

soon-notice-

Fe, N. M.

.

-

Feb. 5, 1901.
;
Taft Bbos. Medicine Co.
Dentists.
years. I have tried
Gentlemen: I was troubled with Asthma for twenty-twnumerous remedies, but they have all failed. I ran across your advertisement and
D. W. MANLEY,
.
started with a trial bottle. I found relief at once. I have since purchased your
Corner .of
Southwest
e
bottle, and I am ever grateful. I am now In the best of health and am Dentist. Office,
of as you see fit. Plaza, over Fischer Co's Drug Store.
doing business every day. This testimony you can make such use
S. RAPHAEL,
Home address, 235 Rlvlngton Street
.
07 East 129th St., City.
The New Mexican Printing company
headquarters for engraved cards de
Lis
POSTA
OF
RECEIPT
ON
ABSOLUTELY
FREE
TRIAL BOTTLE SENT
vlslte and wedding invitations in New
Do not delay. Write at once, addressing DR. TAFT BROS.' MEDICINE CO., Mexico, Get your work done here and
-,
you will be pleased in every particular.
East 130th St., N. Y, Clty.
Dr.

o

full-siz-

'

the spur of a humane public sentiment,
pioneer organizations of Ancient, Free
responslvely given forth a new prece
and Accepted Masons; not only at
dent In the economy of nations, for lib
Santa Fe, New Mexico, but also as the
erty and humanity. And which, while
first beginnings of Free Masonry In
we
gladly welcomes the
gloriously effective for the time,
that immense domain lylfig between
who love their fellow men.
may confidently hope is destined also
the Missouri river and the Pacific
to echo and
down along the
Approaching its portals, each
ocean, and between the British posadmission of his own free will. Admit broadening Masonry into usefulness generations with accelerating progressessions and the Republic of Mexico
ted, each exercises and enjoys equality, heretofore unknown.
sion, until freedom shall have become
and the state of Texas.
and may withdraw at discretion. As
The occasion was improved, and the the rule and "a
These military lodges go down to
the operative Mason takes the rough year 1717 dates Masonic reconstruction. arch of brotherhood," a truth known
history as marking the first dawn of
stone from the quarry and chisels it The organization of English "Ancient, of all men.
our grand old fraternity In an immeninto form symmetrical for the builder's Free and Accepted Masonry" was the AS PIONEER UPON THE FRON
sity of area since developed into an
so
in speculative Masonry, "man, result, and, the election of grand offi
use;
TIER.
empire of free states and territories
the rough ashlar, symbolically taken cers followed, possessed of powers to
Amid the contrasting commercial,
heretofore noted, each having its grand
from the quarry of life, is hewn, squar- grant charters in extension and per- political and ecclesiastical elements,
jurisdiction, the peer of any other Jur
ed, polished and made well fit for his petuity of the order. In a like manner and institutions and habits known to
isdiction in Masonry the world over.
place in the great living temple whose the grand lodge A., F. and A. M. of Ire the American continent, amounting
And thus Masonrv In the treat west.
chief foundation stones are truth and land was founded in 1728, and that of nigh unto the antipodes of civilization;
kept step with the vanguard of civilizafrom Latin-Azte- c
to Anglo-Saxoin
right, whose main pillars are wisdom, Scotland in 1736.
tion.
and
adornTo the scattered craftsmen of the volvlng the very web and woof of so
beauty; whose
We must not forget that among the
strength
ments are all the virtues; the keystone period, as well stated by Dr. J. H, ciety, the emigrant of a half century
pioneers and early Inspirations of modof whose
arch is Graham in Haschall's History: "They past, fresh "from the states," to a land
ern Masonry,
the military
lodge
brotherhood; and whose maker and saw therein clearly drawn upon the and people debauched
was an important agency in the plantby Spanish
builder is the Great Architect of the trestle board the grand design and mediaevallsm,
soon yearned for and
of
and
the
far
wide.
craft
ing
Universe."
model of future work and promise and sought organized fraternal organiza
Our pioneer lodges, however, were
AND RISE OF MA- they viewed with delight the more tion. Sought it, not only socially and
ANTIQUITY
the treaty of
With
short lived.
GOVERNOR CHARLES BENT
SONRY.
Guadalupe-Hidalgdated February 2,
glorious outcome of their perfected fraternally, but materially and gener
of
New
First
Governor
Mexico.
Assassi
is
claimed for the art; of the spirit, principles, and laws ally as a more perfect union amid
Great antiquity
1848, the Mexican war ended; follownated at Taos in 1847. A Fre:
order by some, more especially by the of the guild; of the wisdom and skill Latin traditions and overshadowings,
ed by the muster out of the troops,
WILLIAM W. GRIFFIN, 33d. FIRST GRAND MASTER,
Mason.
early writers on Masonry. The more of the architect, and of the labors as we shall see, amid acts offensive and
Including the Missouri and Illinois
conservative and the generally acceptfrom the construction and adornment defensive of conquest; and not forget
regiments, which respectively had InOctoGrand
Master.
Chartered
Ralls,
ed facts with respect to the antiquity of temples of stor to the erection and ting the austerities and tragedies of In1847.
Closed with the Mexican spired and afforded a home for primiof the order is, that the first inception beautifying of the grand symbolic tem- voluntary fate Incident to a remote and ber 14,
tive Masonry in the mighty west; and
war.
scattered frontier.
proper, out of which it had its rise, ple of humanity."
with such muster out, their career was
And
such
are
brief
the
facts
officially
date from near the fourteenth century.
thence
the
forward
order
From
What, among fraternally organized
closed, that of Hardin lodge bearing
That such inceptions originated among
and connections were extended intelligence, could more surely meet placed of record verifying the exist- date August 14, 1848. The craftsmen
Trans-Missou- ri
of
ence
such
a
in
and
its
lodge
time,
operative Masons, engaged as skilled to every part of the civilized world. the demands of those times than that
resident at Santa Fe, of which there
workmen in the designing and erecting Noblemen and princes and even kings represented in the mystic tie Shat cen certified over the signature of John D. were a considerable number, were for
Vincel, grand secretary of the Jurisdic a time thus left without a fraternal
of mediaeval churches and castles feud became grand masters. Only a fe
ters around the square and compass?
A
brief reference to the current tion, and to whom we hereby make home.
al, of palaces dynastic and" hierarchic, years since came consolidation of the
and retreats stately of monk and nun. jurisdictions of England and Ireland, events following the American occupa acknowledgment.
Nevertheless, the order was not lost
Of the work of this lodge we are to
The demand for skilled masons was under
the grandmastershtp of the tion as Impressing the immediate en
memory. Civil affairs remained for
Was
without information; there being no re a considerable time under the
seldom permanent at any given place, Prince of Wales. Here, it is proper to vlronment, will be pertinent.
military
or
recent
hence the necessity for travel and remark, that upon the
files among the archives from and were somewhat
accession
Following the raising of the flag at turns
unsettled as
search for employment. In the erec- of the latter, as son and successor of Santa Fe, already mentioned, and the which to glean facts. And, we have no to whether they should be state or
to the I appointment
tion of any given edifice, the craftsmen Queen Victoria,
of civil officers with further evidence of Its having existed, territory.
deceased,
The latter finally prevailed
were clustered in temporary homes throne of England, as King Edward I Charles Bent, a resident, as governor save that the lodge is referred to by by act of congress, and with such de- of
the
G.
at
the
Ritch
Fiftieth
Hon.
W.
Granting convenient to their work. A master VII, he resigned as grand master of General Kearny, finding the country name and number in the minute book
Anniversary
(A Paper Eead by
Mason presided over the whole and ev English Masonry, and his brother, the apparently peacefully disposed, de of Hardin lodge No. 87 at Santa Fe, as new lodge.
of a Chartor to Montezuma Lodge, No. 1,'at Santa Fe on May 13, 1851.)
ery tenth man was a warder having Duke of Connaught was elected his parted with a small force for Califorhaving been visited by the latter under THE ENVIRONMENT OF EARLY
It shall be my aim to bring out his- (the corner stone of which was laid by surveillance of the rest. From these successor.
nia. He was succeeded in command by date of October 26, 1847. We are thus
MASONRY.
tory pertinent to the occasion, includ- the Masons of Santa Fe), with the circumstances it became convenient,
Reference to the rise and progress of Colonel A. W. Doniphan, of the first able only to speak of Missouri Military
Back of all this.as already intimated,
business
cirof
substantial
back
of
local
time
and
ground
ing something
probably essential to have some means Masonry in the Atlantic states has Missouri volunteers. The latter, how Lodge No 86, as an existing lodge at were three centuries and over of Spancumstance, and a brief resume of the blocks, are of recent date, and quite in of mutual recognition, and universal been made.
ever, was under orders to proceed Santa Fe, apparently working regular- ish government.
The people of Spain
war
Mexican
the
of
with
that
of
contrast
rise and progress
Masonry.
The spirit of fraternity, of mutual south upon the arrival of Colonel Sterl ly from some time In September, 1847, both home and colonial, had been
acceptance as to skill and character,
a
was
then
simple and with all, to have mutual provident helpfulness recognized the divine herit ing Price with the 2nd Missouri vol down to the close of the service of the
As early as 1733, the first Masonic period. The plaza
schooled in mediaeval and bourbon
lodge in the east had been planted in open square, naked and unadorned ministrations in sickness and death; as age of man at the bottom, and was ever unteers, then en route from Fort Leav regiment a year later. That No. 86 methods, absolute and
overshadowing
Boston, receiving its charter from the save by the row of trees facing the old also a protection against cowens and abroad. Members of the craft with few enworth to Santa Fe. Promptly com- did good work there can be no doubt,
proud, vain and haughty. They had
folthen
the
from
Others
recently
north,
of
Seplaza
masonor
was
since
no
England.
it
in
fos
hence
under
the
lodge
immediate
grand
the vicious,
organization.
exceptions
speculative
plying with orders, upon the arrival of
absorbed the spirit of greed, rapacity
lowed in time until the order was rep- planted by the late Joab Houghton,
crecy in methods of skill likewise had ry, have ever stood for liberty, and no- the latter, Colonel Doniphan In com tering presence and care of the grand and corruption, notorious In their Hiresented by one or more lodges in each craftsman and a member of Montezu Its place. The old lessons and charges where in more marked degree as no- mand of a force numbering over a master of the jurisdiction issuing its
masters, who in perpetuity had
of the original colonies. Following the ma lodge; and, was occupied chiefly brought from their hidden repositories, ticed, than during the colonial struggle thousand men including artillery, pro charter, and who no doubt Instituted dalgo
been commissioned from an austere
commerce
inof
caravans
convention of 1776 and the resulting
by the great
are significant as moral standards, and for freedom; and, In their quiet and ceeded for Chihuahua, repelling an at the same.
mother country to rule over them.
indications of the unassuming way have signally made tack at Brazito and taking possession
A second
spirations for liberty and independence, from the east as they arrived from
lodge contemporaneous And they had received their religious
American Masonry asserted itself and time to time. The distinguishing sur- spirit which should animate the themselves felt for humanity at most of El Paso, he crowned with glory an with the latter as to time and place,
from a priesthood at times
the Instituting of grand jurisdictions roundings of the old plaza in 1846, were craftsmen in all their transactions as of the courts of royalty and imperial- - arduous and memorable march by an bears the name of Hardin lodge No. 87, training
pretentious and depraved, and many of
followed. Thus, in fifty years or there- the military chapel on the south cenon
attack and a defeat of the enemy
A., F. and A. M. Of the latter there Is whom were intolerant.
about, the order became well establish- ter, the government palace and prison
the 28th of February, 4,000 strong, in the evidence of its existence, well
With all of this, born In the flesh and
to
the
north
the
more
in
ed
the
frontage
entrenchments of their own choosing, known to the older members of Monte bred In the bone, the people of Mexico
important of the original occupied
con
was
thirteen states. And this in brief was while the remaining frontage
and raising the flag over the City of zuma lodge No. 1, in the minute book had bowed in humble submission to the
the modest beginning of Free Masonry stituted of one story adobe buildings of
or Journal of No. 87, intact among the tyranny and oppression of Spain, until
Chihuahua the following day.
in the east in the United States. In Assyrian type, and largely occupied by
UPRISING AND AN archives of said lodge some twenty aroused
INSURGENT
by the success of the revoluround terms, its first half century. the pioneer Americans engaged in the
AGGRESSIVE CAMPAIGN.
years ago (1880) or thereabouts.
tion that gained the ascendency over
These beginnings antedated the Louis- Santa Fe trade.
We left Colonel Price, as indicated,
From such minute book, the writer British tyranny, and established the
iana purchase and the acquisition of
in command of New Mexico. As early at that date made notes In
Here, one of the first acts of General
writing of Republic of the United States. Follow- New Mexico and California.
as December, 1846, scheming and con the following historical facts. That on Ing
W. Kearney, commanding a
nearly a half century later, they
Stephen
MASONRY AND THE FORCES OF
spiracy among a few malcontents be the 18th day of October, 1847, under with all Spanish-Americalso redivision of the United States army of
LIBERTY.
came a present fact at Santa Fe and charter
the Most Wor- volted and threw off the Spanish yoke
Mexican war, upon taking peace
the
"by
granted
Let us adjust time's telescope, and able
north; inciting the hostility of the Pu shipful John Ralls, grand master of and declared for independence and for
of the city on the 18th
for a moment view the Spanish occu- of possession
eblo
Indians as well as Mexicans, the state of Missouri, to Vantrump governments republican in form. Nat1846; was to erect a substanAugust,
pation for better or worse of this
Activity in the camps of the army nec- Turner, George W. Hook, James R. urally, but unfortunately,
to support the flag. Here,
their exmast
tial
Such a view of
frontier.
essarily followed.
Huyunln, Simon Lundry, Daniel Tur-ne- perience for centuries had unfitted
from the portal of the old government
the "overshadowings and enthralments
From long acquaintance and friendly
and revoluHenry I. Reed, Israel B. Donal-so- n them for
palace on the morning following such
involved, and which were overcome in
relations for years with the people,
and Joseph Whum, and their asso tions galore followed. Each uprising,
the commander-in- occupancy,
peaceful
tha transition to modern liberty and chief addressed the assembled populace
Governor Bent, and party, went confl ciates, authorizing and was instituted, however, declaring for
liberty and
enlightenment, will serve as an illustra- with assurances of
dently to Taos on a mission of peace. Hardin lodge No. 87; conditioned that eternal hostility to Spanish rule.
and religious
liberty
in
resulted
tion, and by contrast may the better freedom for all the
mission
I
the
Unfortunately,
It shall be' "a regular traveling lodge
people. He like
From such historic truths and the
enable one to comprehend and apprecithe massacre of the governor and oth (with full power to meet, etc., as Ma
proclaimed the authority of the
attendant conditions, one may gain
ate our Immediate freedom and happi- wise
event
ers.
This
culminat
immediately
sons) at such times and places as may clearer knowledge of the unpropitious
United States over New Mexico and adconness, as well as the world-wid- e
ed In the uprising of the insurgent be suitable for the transaction of bus- ministered the oath of allegiance to the
n
state of
territory
temporaneous change apparent, every Mexican officials.
forces, followed promptly by an ag Iness in Masonry, within the regiment
he de
Subsequently
came
United States; alunder
the
that
where in some degree; a change from vised a code of
of
Colonel
the
army,
gressive
campaign
of
state
the
volunteers
from
of
Illinois, though subdued and modified and
laws, since popularly
absolutism and tyranny to liberty and
He proceeded to known as the 1st regiment
Price commanding.
to held In check
known as the "Kearney code" and apby the new contact.
san
for
subdue
and
justice, which followed centuries of
retaliate
cruelty,
in
take precedence
and Judi
lodge from
executive
grand
territorial
pointed
And such was the environment amid
to
wanton.
noted
be
is
and
It
aggressive work for the rights of hu- cial officers. Such in a material and
October 9, 1847." The duration of the
guinary
early Masonry was planted in
manity, and, which resulted in the
that a material factor in that army lodge was limited to the service of the which
sense, included Fort Marcy,
military
New
Mexico.
of
freedom
and
was a local company composed largely regiment.
legacy
enlarged oppor- erected upon the
heights to the northMONTEZUMA LODGE.
of American frontiersmen under Cap
tunity and happiness for the people of east, and the panoply and circumstance
Under the same date appears the
We before remarked that a petition
were
this republic, such as was unknown to of war all
Vrain.
Ceran
St.
Battles
tain
offthe
election of the following named
about, was the City of
for another Masonic lodge had been
the world prior to the founding of the
fought at Embudo and Taos success- icers:
H. P. Boyakin, W. M.; George
Holy Faith. And thus with the march
forwarded. The petition was respected
United States government.
effect.
with
Uprisings
fully,
crushing
an untrammeled
S. W.; Simon Lundry, J. W.;
W.
of
Hook,
banner,
liberty's
the grand lodge of Missouri returnThus viewed retrospectively, we lmin less degree also occurred at Mora
was made for the Masonic
R. Huyunln, Secretary; Israel by
James
opportunity
prove this commemorative occasion to
and Las Vegas, resulting in the death B. Donalson, treasurer; and Joseph ing a charter bearing date May 12, 1851.
a
fact
became
which
present
lodge,
Under its authority Montezuma lodge
remark a fact, that Masonry in no a
of a number of American settlers; but
and they were installed No.
year later. And such in brief was the
109, A., F. and A. M was institutsmall degree contributed the schooling
were Whum, tyler,
as
the
at
Taos,
insurgents
of
the
Ralls.
Master
historical
Grand
occasion,
ed on the 22d day of August, 1851, and
and inculcated the sentiments of lib- which has setting attracted from
subdued. Some of the leaders by
promptly
secThe minutes of the July meeting, officers elected and Installed as folwere captured, and they were tried by
erty which supported and maintained tions remote today
the craftsmen here as
1848, record Henry E. Van Osdell to lows:
drum-hea- d
that aggressive work. In illustration,
found
courtmartial,
guilty
to honor the instituting of
have been elected W. M.
as American, citizens and friends of sembled,
W. M., Merril Ashurst; S. W., Wm.
and shot.
the first Masonic lodge within that
The minutes of Hardin lodge show McGrolty; J. W., Robert T. Brent;
liberty and craftsmen as well we may historic domain. Instituted at a period
These events occurred early in 1847,
HENRY LINN WALDO, 33d PAST GRAND MASTER.
JUDGE
work especially in initiation; of some treasurer, Jesus G. Abreu; secretary,
well remark, as a sentence thrown in,
following which strict vigilance prethe crack of the bullwhacker's trade and fraternal
that we are in peculiarly close sym- when and
organizations ism ; although in consequence, the order vailed among the military forces, and of which initiations, we find corroborPinkney R. Tulley.
blended
was
rifle
the
hunter's
whip
record in the minutes of Montepathy with the transcendent enuncia- with the whoop of the wild nomad and Symbols for mutual recognition and has been far from free from hostile leg- no more demonstrations
appeared ative
Among other craftsmen present at
afIn
109
No.
1)
No.
zuma
or
of
came
Into use, islation,
(now
tions made at the founding of the gov- the
lodge
sovereign decrees,
Illustration, gradually
the possession and occupancy
the instituting of the lodge were:
buffalo.
against
of
the
tread
demigrating
under
the
in
filiation
back
fifties,
ernment.
and suppression, and the bans of the country by the United States.
and in course of time became more or
Especially so, when we
R. Frank Green, Francis A. Cunningcivic and less elaborate and
mits noted as having been granted by
eventually crystal- and bulls of the Pope.
bring to mind that the great charter of The instituting of both
St.
and
Bent
ham, Murray F. Tulley, Sylvester C.
Governor
ante-datCaptain
the
thus
lized Into fixed forms and ceremonies.
In the face of all this, however, Free Vrain, it will be of interest to know, Hardin lodge No. 87, to the following JFlorence and John Greiner. Visiting
liberty has ever stood announced to military oflodges
emof
march
that superb
named craftsmen among others, names
the world, over the signatures of fifty-si- x coming
These craft associations were prized Masonry has commanded without dis- were Masons.
brothers were also present respectively
familiar to every old timer: Jesus G. of the names of
lovera of the rights of humanity pire, which resulted in the contempor- In a church building age for their skill tinction of class, the consistent adLove, Wingfield and
Cole
New Mexico under
of
in
The
Conk- aneous
magic-liktroops
and
T.
James
development
forRobert
Brent,
so
to
maintenance
In
Abreu,
far
and
its
and
life,
pledging
execution;
miration and good will of good men
integrity
Mosely.
of the surrounding original domain into gained recognition, as to command the and true the world over, and has onel Price, having served their term of lin, Henry O'Neil, Pinkney R. Tulley,
tune and sacred honor, fifty-tw- o
were adopted October 6 folwhom were Master Masons, free and seventeen states and territories; and patronage and encouragement of the grown and expanded without material enlistment, they were relieved by new John E. Weber and Sylvester C. Flor
volunteer
the
levies.
lowing.
of
a
like
regi
Among
number
them
with
jurence.
grand
accepted.
nobility and even of crowned heads and
ments thus brought into service and
isdictions of the Masonic order, num- the Pope. Thus they early acquired interruption.
And these two lodges constitute the
(Continued on Sixth Page.)
A HISTORIC LAND.
Of
100,000.
more
members
than
of
and standing among the A FORCE FOR STABILITY OF GOV- stationed at Santa Fe, were the 1st
We are assembled in a land, which bering
Illinois, Colonel E. W. B. Newby,
ERNMENT.
was among the first now under the the order and its historic developmentof leading nations of Europe; notably in
those
with H. P. Boyakln as lieutenant col
than
other
and
associations,
and
Scotland
Christto
England,
receive
Germany,
In the fiery trials of our Republican onel.
Stars and Stripes,
Another was the 3d Missouri,
ref
this
occasion,
interest
upon
special
Masons
France.
of
who
Guilds
gained system perverted to license, brought
ianity and the European civilization of erence shall be brief.
Colonel
John Ralls. Colonel Newby rewere
distinguished out in the prosecution of the Chicago
special privileges,
the period; a land which received CauColonel
lieved
Price about the middle
term
A
also anarchists In the eighties, it was the
like
as "Free" Masons.
casian settlement contemporaneous
WHAT IS FREE MASONRY?
arA
:
seems to have become a designation glory of the sixty thousand Masons and of August, and the 3d Missouri
with the period following the renaissrived late in September.
It may be of interest to those who
ance, when . operative Masonry at its are with us but not of us, if I state the for workers of free stone in contradis Odd Fellows of that city, that the auIt may be noted that of the new oftinction to workers of rough stone.
best was .designing and building the fact that
thorities credited them with "being a ficers
is strictly dem
above named, Colonel Ralls, was
Freemasonry
so
structures
architectural
were
diverse
Masons
that
Labor guilds of
great
greater safeguard than anything else." likewise the grand master of the Maocratic in principle and purpose, and
-x
i
the
to
contributed
X perceptibil- stands
signally
."without
respect to In conception and extent, were known There was an army of men every one sonic jurisdiction of Missouri, and that
proudly
ity and progress of eastern civilization. creed, clime or color." It knows no variously as craft guilds, lodges, cor- a voter, every one Interested In the Lieutenant Colonel Boyakin was a
Of historic Santa Fe we have the distinction
and Scotland business prosperity of the city, every craftsman who
among men but those of poration, were.ln England
subsequently appears
These organizations one pledged as a declared principle, to as
confraternities.
authority of that distinguished archaethe master of a lodge.
were emulated among skilled artisans support the government under which
ologist, Mr. A. TP. Bandelier, to many
OMISSIONS OF HISTORIANS.
of you personally known, that the
he lived. Their good will' and inspiring
in other trades, and even in merchan
The
i
from
of
Fe
Septone
dates
Santa
braced
other
words
a
firm
Integrity of written history is
but
and
and
founding
which,
up
gave
dising
pursuits;
tember, 1698; that while there were the i
from their number In , given , crafts to a perplexed public sentiment, pre- frequently open to question not only
because of doubtful statements, but
Ex- disposed to do what was right.
Indian pueblos of Apoge and Analco
.::''.!
became competing.
eventually
the absence of manear by to the west,' the immediate site
clusive privileges which had not inAgain, how far the doctrine of uni- quite as likely from
of Santa Fe was first occupied on the
frequently been granted under incor versal brotherhood, the teaching of terial facts, overlooked or lost in the
date stated by the Spaniards under
poration, were in England and Scotland which is so well illustrated In Masonry, whirligig of time and circumstance.
Juan de Onate, an early governor and
at least, abolished as against public may have Influenced the current spirit This want of Integrity of fullness-m-ust
not be understood as necessarily
adelantado of New Mexico.
policy. The general trend of senti- of the people as a reflection of symFrom the conformation and topogment In these organizations was for pathy for Cuba, the action of the pres- Intentional in either case. Thus may
!".
raphy of the country, the old pueblos
liberty and enlarged opportunities and ident and of congress in their unselfish, be noted the absence of material facts
near Santa Fe, and Santa Fe, lay upon
privileges, the assertion of which, how- uncompromising and heroic stand for even In a late history of Free Masonry;
the most natural route of travel north
ever, eventually brought hostile edicts the freedom of that island, can only be and Involving no less than the true
of Masonry in the
and south, and central to the
both royal and ecclesiastic. War in estimated. It is safe to say that there
inal settlements of the country; and
are fully 5,000,000 of men of full age, western half of the United States.
many instances disturbed and suspendwere no doubt, visited by the early exand other enterprises. and of more than average Intelligence Fortunately the facts and circumed
building
Such was particularly the case during organized under various names and stances are at hand to verify these
plorers. That the 'Villa de Santa Fe"
as designated by Spanish edict, at once
the long continued wars after the Re scattered over the Union of States, who true beginnings of the order in the door very early became the principal cenformation and later, and which with emulating the example of Masonry, main stated.
i. ter of operations, and the capital of the
the competition caused a decline In the have become especially saturated with FIRST MASONIC LODGES IN THE
to
borne
eem
be
organizations. Nearly all guilds disap- the principles of the brotherhood of
department would
WEST
(
"out by the facts; withal, it ante-datman. And wherein It will not be dispeared.
MILITARY.
all other capital cities of the United
Free
stands
that
upon
Masonry
puted,
With the coming to Santa Fe, New
MODERN FREE MASONRY.
States..
the front line of intelligent and effect- Mexico, of the
regiment of Colonel
SANTA FE OF THE PEPTOD WHEN
In
In
ive
and
and
of
at
the
power
organizing plans
Preceding
beginning
s'
Ralls, as stated, also came a Masonic
MASONRY WAS INSTITUTED.
cheerful
the
for
Mathe eighteenth century, operative
public lodge. Quoting from the archives of
The Santa Fe plaza of today with its
.
KIT CARSON,
sonry became so far reduced in mem- good.
the grand lodge of Missouri, A. F. and
wealth of trees and grass ; its substanbers and lodges, that In 1703 resolutions
It Is sufficient to know that the gov- A. M., we have the record of: "MisGuide
and
Sol
and
enclosure
its
Trapper,
tial
superb walks,
were adopted admitting formally to the ernment of the United States In Cuba-Libr- souri Military Lodge No. 86. 3d regiCOLONEL MAX. FROST, 32d,
dier. Member of Montezuma Lodge
fountain, and the monument dedicated
other than operatives and
and to which from recent occur- ment Missouri Volunteers; dispensalodges
1861-6'
to deceased Union soldiers of
No. 1.
Past Grand Master, Deputy of the Supreme Council for New Mexico.
builders; thus broadening the source! rences we may add China, has under tion issued June 12, 1847, by John
worth and merit. While reversing and
utilizing its 'past acts in the living
present, it is ever striving after a more
Envious of none, it
glorious future.

from

which

membership

could

be

drawn. These resolutions bo changed
the nature of the society as to trans
form it into "Accepted" or speculative
of all Masonry, as known today. Such action was no doubt wise, not merely as
seeks expedient,
but as expanding and
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1887, charters were
14,
November
erranted to Western Star lodge No. 14
and Animas lodge No. 15. On January
21, 1888, dispensations were granted for
new lodges at Kingston, Sierra county,
and at Chama, Rio Arriba county," to
which charters were grented on January 15, 1889, as Kingston lodge No. 16
at Kingston; Chama lodge No. 17 at
Chama
On January 18, 1890, a charter was
l,
granted to Roswell lodge No. 18,
Chaves county. On January 20,
1890, a charter was granted to Cerrlllos
lodge No. 19, Cerrlllos, Santa Fe county; on November 18, 1891, a charter was
granted to White Oaks lodge No. 20,
White Oaks, Lincoln county; on Octo
ber 2,1894, a charter was Issued to Eddy
lodge No. 21 at Carlsbad, Eddy county;
and a charter was also granted to Lebanon lodge No. 22, Gallup, McKinley
The grand lodge dedicated
county.
and consecrated the new hall of Chapman lodge No. 2 at Las Vegas on June
24, 1895; on June 8, 1895, the corner stone
of the new Masonic hall at Albuquerque was laid by the grand lodge with
appropriate Masonic ceremonies; on
October 8, 1896, a charter was issued to
Clayton lodge No. 23, Clayton, Union
The lodge was consecrated
county.
and constituted by the grand lodge
on November 2, 1895. On February 1,
1896, Colonel Albert J. Fountain, past
master of Aztec lodge at Las Cruces
and past deputy grand master of the
grand lodge, disappeared while on the
road from Tularosa to Las Cruces and
all circumstances pointed to the fact
that he was cowardly assassinated.
son who was
His little
with him It is believed shared the
same fate. Strong efforts were made
by the fraternity to discover his murderer, but the efforts proved unavailing. On September 3, 1899, the grand
lodge laid the corner stone of the Jewish Synagogue, the Temple Albert, at
Albuquerque, with appropriate ceremonies; on September 7, 1900, the
grand lodge laid the corner stones of
the Science hall of the New Mexico
Baptist college and of the public
school building at Alamogordo; on
May 24, 1901, the grand lodge held a
Masonic funeral over the remains of
Past Grand Master S. B. Newcomb, at
Las Cruces; on July 31, 1900, dispensation was granted to form and open
Sacramento lodge U. D., at Alamogordo. The lodge was set to work and
is now on the rolls of the grand lodge
workas No. 24, making twenty-on- e
ing lodges, with a total membership of
Ros-wel-

GENERAL EDWARD L. BARTLETT,

3d.

Grand Commander Knights Templar of New Mexico.

New Mexico
AHasonic History
The First Lodge,

the Grand Lodge, the Grand

Chapter, the Grand Commandery and
the Scottish Rite.

1,079.

The Grand Chapter
of Royal Arch Masons
Royal Arch Masonry had its beginning in the territory when Santa Fe
Chapter No. 1 at Santa Fe was organized under dispensation from the general grand high priest of the United
States on December 11, 1865. A charter
was granted to It by the general grand
Royal Arch Chapter on the 24th day
1868.
This
of September,
chapter
worked alone In New Mexico until the
organization of Silver City chapter No.
2 at Silver
City during the seventies.
Then followed Las Vegas Chapter No.
3 at
Las Vegas, Rio Grande Chapter
No. 4 at Albuquerque, Demlng Chapter
No. 5 at Deming, Raton Chapter No. 6
at Raton, all during the eighties, Columbia Chapter No. 7 at Roswell, and
Socorro Chapter No. 8 at Socorro, during the nineties.
A preliminary meeting of Royal Arch
Masons of New Mexico was held at Albuquerque on October 5, 1897, which
resulted in a call for a convention. The
following chapters were represented:
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, Rio Grande
Chapter No. 4, Raton Chapter No. 6,
Columbia Chapter No. 7, Socorro Chapter No. 8.
The object of the meeting was to
learn the status of the effort to organize a grand chapter. After some discussion and interchange of ideas, a
committee was appointed to ascertain
the cost of organizing and willingness
of a sufficient number of chapters to
support and maintain a grand chapter
and upon favorable action thereon the
committee was to prepare a constitU'
rules of order and call
tion,
convocation of chapter representatives,
This convocation was called and held
in thei city of Albuquerque on the 8th of
February, 1898, at which a constitution
were adopted and the
and
principal officers of the grand chapter
named.
The first annual convocation of the
grand Royal Arch Chapter of New
Mexico was held at the city of Albu
querque on the 3d day of October, 1898,
at which a full complement of officers
was installed with Companion W. H,
Seamon, of Socorro Chapter No. 8,
grand high priest, the grand chapter
duly organized and a constitution and
adopted.
The second convocation was held In
the city of Albuquerque October 4, 1899,
at which time a charter was granted to
Signet Chapter No. 9, located at Carls
bad.
The third annual convocation was
held at Albuquerque October 17, 1900,
at which time a charter was Issued to
Washington Chapter No. 10, located at
Clayton.
s,

by-la-

by-la-

membership of 19 Royal Arch Masons.
Washington Chapter No. 10, Clayton
J. C. Slack, high priest; Luis A. C.
de Baca, king; Christian Otto, scribe,
with a membership of 21 Royal Arch
Masons.

Grand Commandery

Knights Templar
Santa Fe Commandery No. 1 at Santa
Fe was granted a dispensation on the
19th day of May, 1869, and was granted
a charter on September 11, 1869. It was
constituted by Past Eminent Com- mander W. W. Grlffln, acting as deputy '
for the grand master. Its present
membership is 36 scattered from the
Philippines to Cuba. The second commandery to do work In the territory
was Las Vegas Commandery No. 2 at
Las Vegas, which was granted a dispensation on the 10th day of April, 1882,
and a charter on September 18, 1883.
The third commandery to come Into
existence was Pilgrim Commandery
FRANK S. DAVIS,
A dispensation
No. 3 at Albuquerque.
a
was granted it April 30, 1893, and
Past Master, Montezuma Lolge No. I.
charter on August 23, 1883. McGrofty
memberCommandery No. 4 at Deming was the manderies, their officers and
fourth commandery to come into ex ship, under the Jurisdiction of the
Istence In New Mexico. A dispensation grand commandery at this date:
Santa Fe Commandery No. 1, Santa
was granted it on July 21, 1886, and a
charter on October 10, 1889. Aztec Fe Edward L. Bartlett, eminent comcommandery No. 6 at Raton was given mander; Addison Walker, generalisa dispensation on November 16, 1892, simo; G. W. Knaebel, captain general,
and a charter was issued by the grand with a membership of 36. Las Vegas
encampment at the 1895 triennial con- Commandery No. 2, Las Vegas John
eminent icommander;
clave. Rio Hondo Commandery No. 6 A. Murray,
at Roswell received a dispensation Thomas J. Raywobd, generalissimo; H.
Pilgrim
June 17, 1895, and a charter was Issued M. Smith, captain general.
3 at Albuquerque
August 29, 1896. The same date on Commandery No.
F. Meyers, generalissimo;
which a charter to Gate City Com- Charles
mandery No. 5 was granted Past Eml-ne- rt Charles K. Newhall, captain general.
Commander Max. Frost consti- McGrorty Commandery No. 4 at Domtuted Raton Commandery and insti- ing Seamon Field, eminent commantuted Rio Hondo Commandery. A dis- der; W. W. Robinson, generalissimo;
pensation was granted to Malta Commandery No. 7, Silver City, Ftebruary
j

18, 1890.

The grand commandery of Knights
Templar was organized at the asylum
of Santa Fe Commandery No. 1 in the
city of Santa Fe on August 21, 1901, under a dispensation
granted by the
grand master of the grand encampment
of the United States on August 8, 1901.
were
The
following commanderles
represented at the organization:
Santa Fe Commandery No. 1, Edward L. Bartlett, eminent commander;
Addison Walker, generalissimo; Gebrge
W.
Knaebel,
captain general; past
W. S. Harroun,
eminent commanders:
Charles F. Easley, S. G. Cartwright
and Frederick Muller. Colonel Max.
Frost, the oldest past eminent commander, was unable to attend on account of physical Infirmities. Las Vegas commandery No. 2, J. A. Murray,
T. J. Ray wood,
eminent commander;
commandery
generalissimo, Pilgrim
No. 8 at Albuquerque, Eminent Commander Arthur Everltt, holding the
proxies of the generalissimo and the
captain general; past eminent commanders, James H. Wroth and Alexander Stevens. McGrorty Commandery
No. 4 at Demlng, Past Eminent Commander J. P. McGrorty holding the
proxies of the eminent commander,
generalissimo and captain general.
Aztec Commandery No. 5 at Raton, C.
N. Blackwell, past eminent commander, holding the proxies of the eminent
commander, generalissimo and captain
general of the commandery. Rio HonNo. 6, Jason W.
do Commandery
James, past eminent commander, holding the proxies of the eminent comand captain
mander,
generalissimo
Malta
general of the commandery.
Commandery No. 7 at Silver City, under dispensation, Dr. Carl Hagen, eminent commander.
were
A constitution and
adopted and the following grand off!
cers were elected:
Grand commander, Edward L. Bartlett of Santa Fe; deputy grand com
mander, J. P. McGrorty of Deming;
grand generalissimo, C. N. Blackwell
of Raton; grand captain general, John
A. Murray of East Las Vegas; grand
prelate, Dr. W. . S. Harroun of Santa
Fe; grand senior warden, Jason W.
James of Roswell; grand Junior war
Stevens of Albuquerden, Alexander
que; grand treasurer, E. A. Cahoon of
Roswell; grand recorder, Lewis H,
Chamberlin of Albuquerque;
grand
standard bearer, Thomas J. Raywood
of Las Vegas: grand sword bearer,
Fred Muller of Santa Fe; grand war
den, Addison Walker of Santa Fe;
grand guard, A. M. Wbttcomb of

Three lodges have surrendered their
W. Griffin of Montezuma
The first
Masonry got in "William
charters during the existence of the
1
after
and
No.
as
master,
grand
New Mexico was by the organization lodge
grand lodge, namely, White Mountain
of a military traveling lodge with an being Installed the grand lodge of New lodge No. 5, Globe City, Ariz., which
and
Illinois regiment under a dispensation Mexico was opened In ample form
took part in the organization of the
granted by the grand master of the declared duly organized.
lodge of Arizona; Alpha lodge
grand
At 7:30 p. m., August 9, at the regrand lodge of Missouri, In 1847 and
Fred1,
No.
as
of
Montezuma lodge
Hardin Military Traveling quest
known
of
lodge; Colonel John Ralls, the grand erick F. Whitehead, a fellow-cra- ft
Sanmaster of Missouri, being then in
that lodge, was Introduced and raised
ta Fe, commanding a regiment of to the sublime degree of master mason
Missouri volunteers. According to the in ample form. The following evening
of Montezurecords still in existence and which are Max. Frost, a fellow-crathe property of Montezuma lodge No. ma lodge No. 1, was Introduced and
1, at Santa Fe, this traveling military raised to the sublime degree of master
lodge worked for about two years in Mason in ample form. During the seswere
this city, until the close of the Mexican sion a constitution and
war, the withdrawal of the United prepared and adopted and on the
States volunteers and the establish- night of August 10 the grand lodge adment of Fort Marcy as a regular mili- journed.
The first annual communication of
tary post.
was surrendered the grand lodge of Ancient, Free and
Thei dispensation
and steps were taken by some of the Accepted Masons of New Mexico conmembers of Hardin Military Traveling vened at Masonic hall in the city of
lodge and some of the citizens of Santa Santa Fe on Monday. January 6, 1879,
Fe for a charter for a regular lodge to Grand Master William W. Griffin pre
be located in Santa Fe. The grand siding.
On July 5, 1880, a dispensation was
lodge of Missouri heeded this prayer
and on May 12, 1850, a charter was granted to White Mountain lodge at
granted to Montezuma lodge No. 109, Globe City, Ariz.; also on November
that afterwards became Montezuma 11, 1880, one to a new lodge at Albu
lodge No. 1, under the jurisdiction of querque, to be called Temple lodge,
On April 22, 1880, an edict was issued
the grand lodge of New Mexico.
Bent lodge No. 204, at Taos, was by the grand master arresting the
chartered June 1, 1860, by the grand charter of Silver City lodge No. 465 un
lodge of Missouri, and surrendered its der the jurisdiction of the grand lodge
of Missouri
charter in 1865.
On January 18, 1881, charters were
There Is no record of the time when
a dispensation was granted for Chap- granted to White Mountain lodge No,
man lodge at Las Vegas, but in the 5 at Globe City, Ariz., and to Temple
at Albuquerque.
proceedings of the grand lodge of Mis- lodge No.
On January 21, 1881, the grand lodge
souri, in 1863, the record shows that it
held a communication on May 29, 1862, constituted Temple lodge No. 6 at Al
and as there appeared some irregulari- buquerque and installed its officers,
ties in the work done a charter was On February 22, 1881, the hall of White
not granted at that session of the Mountain lodge No. 5 at Globe City,
grand lodge. At the session In 1864 Ariz., was dedicated and its officii in
4i
other irregularities appearing in the stalled. On March 3, 1881, the hall of
work of Chapman lodge, U. D., the Temple lodge No. 6 at Albuquerque
grand secretary was Instructed to was dedicated to Free Masonry and to
strike the name of Chapman lodge Masonic uses and purposes. On Octofrom the rolls of this grand lodge. On ber 6, 1881, the grand lodge laid the
of a Masonic temp'e at
May 25, 1865, it was ordered that the corner-ston- e
During the grand conclave the fol
dispensation to Chapman lodge, U. D., Albuquerque,
COLONEL GEORGE W. KNAEBEL,
lowing resolutions concerning Past
On August 8, 1881, a dispersation
at Fort Union be returned to the disEminent Commander Max. Frost of
Past Master, Montezuma Lodge No. I.
trict deputy grand master for that dis- was granted to form Alpha lodge at
Santa Fe Commandery No. 1 were
trict, with Instructions to set the craft Silver City. A charter was granted to lodge No.' 8, and Western Star lodge
The grand Royal Arch Chapter of adopted
by a rising vote:
at work as soon as the master and Aloha lodee No. 7 at Silver City, and No. 14, at Chloride, giving up its char New Mexico
thus having ten chapters Whereas, This
grand commanlery
wardens were qualified to discharge the special committee on the grand ter on account of decrease in
462
of
Arch
with
a
Royal
membership
has learned with pain and sorrow of
their several duties. A charter was master's address submitted their report
Masons.
the physical afflictions which have
granted June 1, 1866, as Chapman with a preamble and resolutions, which
The following Is a list of the grand
are the names, loca- come upon Past Eminent Commander
The
lodge No. 95, which was the number of were adopted by the grand lodge and masters of the grand lodge from its or- tions following
and officers of the several chap- Max. Frost of Santa Fe Commandery
Acacia lodge at Cape Girardeau, Mo., which harmonized the differences, and
in August, 1877 to 1901:
ters now constituting the grand chap- No. 1, which have prevented him from
and which ceased to exist during the healed the breach that had existed be- ganization
1877-7Wm. W. Griffin; 1880, Wm. L. ter of New Mexico:
being present at the organization of
tween the grand lodge of Missouri and
war of 1861-61881, S. B. Newcomb; 1881,
Santa Fe Chapter Nov 1, Santa Fe this body, and giving It the benefit of
Aztec lodge at Las Cruces was grant- Silver City lodge No. 465 and the Rynerson;
Woo
B.
John
1882,
L.
ten;
Marcus Eldodt, high priest; Addison his great knowledge of Templar Ma
ed a dispensation by the grand lodge grand lodge of New Mexico. The reso- HenryW. Waldo;
B. Childers; 1884, Cornelius Walker, king; Frank S. Davis, scribe, sonry.
1883,
of Missouri June 4, 1866, and on October lutions were unanimously adopted and
C.
N.
with a membership of 40 Royal Arch
Be It resolved by the grand comman
Bennett; 1886, Max. Frost; 1886,
peace and harmony were restored.
19, 1867, a charter was granted as Az1887-W. S. Harroun; Masons.
dery Knights Templar of New Mexico
On March 20, 1882, a charter was is- Blackwell;
tec lodge No. 108, giving it the number
1890, F. H.
1889, A. H. Moorehouse;
Silver - City Chapter No. 2,' Silver that our profound sympathy and sin
formerly given to New Madrid lodge sued to Silver City lodge No. 8, which
C. H. Dane; 1891, Richard City John J. Kelly, high priest; Henry cere condolence are extended P. E. C.
at New Madrid, Mo., which was char- gave up and returned its charter as Kent; 1891,
1892, J. H. Kuhns; 1893, C. H. S. Glllett, king; Martin Maher, scribe, Frost in his
physical trials, and to his
tered in 1849, and ceased to exist dur- Sliver City lodge No. 465 Of Missouri to English;
SDorleder: 1894. J. J. Kelly: 1895. Jas. with a membership of 50 Royal Arch wife and family who share them with
who
transmitted
the
secretary,
grand
war.
the
ing
H. Wroth; 1896, Charles Bowmer; 1897, Masons.
htm, and at the same time we con
The grand lodge of Missouri also the same to the grand secretary of
John W. Foe; 1898, R. C. Stewart; 1899,
Las Vegas Chapter No. 3, Las Vegas gratulate him and them that his sore
was
which
of
the
Ocduly
Missouri,
receipt
granted the following charters: On
S.
Stover.
C. D. Boucher, high priest; John A. afflictions of body have In no manner
E. E. Day; 1900, E.
tober 12, 1869, to Kit Carson lodge No. acknowledged.
Of the above the following have Murray, king; B. Frank McGuire, dimmed his intellect, or Impaired the
were granted March
Dispensations
826 at Elizabethtown,
N. M., (the charthe silent majority: William scribe, with a membership of 60 Royal Indomitable energy which has made
ter was arrested In 1878 by the grand 25, 1882, to form and open Socorro joined
W. Griffin, December 8, 1889; W. L. Arch Masons.
him not only a potent factor In our ormaster of the grand lodge of Missouri) ; lodge at Socorro; on July 10, 1882, for
Rio Grande Chapter No. 4, Albu der, but to Masonry In general, and
in Rynerson, July 4, 1893; S. B. Newcomb,
to Cimarron lodge No. 348 at Cimarron Mimbres lodge at Georgetown,
On December 20, 1882, May 22, 1901. One grand master, C. H. querque E. L. Medler, high priest raised him to be grand master of the
October 14, 1876, which was surrendered Grant county.
W. Elder, king; E. B. Harsch, scribe, grand lodge of Masons in this terri
to Socorro lodge Dane, was expelled for
were
charters
granted
to
Silver
In 1878; a dispensation
City
a membership of 96 Royal Arch tory.
with
conduct.
10.
to
No.
and
Mimbres
9,
No.
on
lodge
lodge at Silver City May, 1873, and
Masons.
the
existence
its
lodge
was
grand
issued
During
A
Resolved further that the thanks of
dispensation
January
October 16, 1873, it was chartered as
two grand secretaries,
Demlng Chapter No. 5, Demlng W. this body are due, and are hereby tenSilver City lodge No. 465; on May 30, 10, 1883, to form and open Gate City has had but
to form and open lodge at Raton; and on September 25, one of these was David J. Miller, who W. Robertson, high priest; Thomas J. dered to P. E. C. Frost for his distin1874, a dispensation
from the date of the organizaWells, king; Richard Hudson, scribe, guished and untiring services for the
Union lodge at Fort Union, this lodge 1883, to form and open Deming lodge at served
1884 and who was one of the with a membership of 61 Royal Arch
past 28 years as a Mason and a Knight
was granted a charter as Union lodge Demlng. The charter of Alpha lodge tion to
men and Masons who ever drew Masons.
Templar
No. 480 at Fort Union (TiptonvlUe), No. 7 at Silver City was surrendered best
C,
A.
No.
6,
or
looked
into
Raton
Raton Chapter
the glorious
breath
up
on May 19, 1883.
Be It further resolved that these resOctober 16, 1874.
On December 12, 1883, charters were light of the sun. A. A. Keen was elec Price, high priest; Frank Henning, olutions be spread upon the minutes,
These lodges were under the Jurisin 1883 and has king; C. N. Blackwell, scribe, with a
and a copy be transmitted under the
diction of the grand lodge of Missouri granted to Gate City lodge No. 11 at ted grand secretary
and holds membership of 47 Royal Arch Masons.
12 at been consecutively
seal of the commandery to P. E. C.
doing good and effective work until Raton, and to Demlng lodge No.
No.
Roswell
two
now.
7,
Columbia
To
these
J.
the
grand
Chapter
a
position
18,
1885,
March
On
dlspensaFrost.
August , 1877. when pursuant to a call, j Demlng.
ParM.
B.
In
R.
la
due
a
13
Mathews,
secretaries
priest;
high
very
to
No.
great
Hiram lodge
a convention of delegates from several tlon was Issued
At the triennial conclave of the
a charter for which measure the success and prosperity of sons, king; Robert Kellahln, scribe,
lodges In the territory met at the hall at San Marclal,
encampment held In the city of
grand
43
of
Arch
with
New
of
both
a
the grand lodge
Mexico;
membership
Royal
of Montezuma lodge in Santa Fe on was granted November 11, 1885.
Louisville, Kentucky, August 27, 28 and
In having been most efficient, careful, Masons.
1887,
27,
the
On
master,
grand
May
of
organizing
that day for the purpose
Socorro Chapter No. 8, Socorro Wm. 29 last, the organisation of the grand
conscientious and ener
a grand lodge for the territory of New company with the grand lecturer, pro- painstaking,
of the duties Drlscoll, high priest; A. S. Howell, commandery of New Mexico was apIn
the
Sierra
in
performance
town
Chloride
of
to
getic
ceeded
the
when the following lodges
Mexico,
Commander
M. Dougherty, scribe, with a proved, Deputy Grand
Aztec No. 108; county, and organized Western Star of that office. Grand Secretary David king; H.
were represented:
office on ac membership of 25 Royal Arch Masons. Joseph P. McGrorty representing the
from
was
retired
Miller
U.
D.
Chapman No. 95, Montezuma No. 109. lodge,
count of 111 health and died about
Signet Chapter No. 9, Carlsbad A. grand commandery of New Mexico at
and Union No. 480. August 7, 1877, the On August 16, 1887, a dispensation twelve
N.
a
In
St.
sanitarium
at
Pratt, high priest; A. B. SmltE, that conclave.
years ago
convention elected the officers of the was granted to open Animas lodge at
The following It a lilt of the com- C. B. Wllllngham, scribe, with a
j Louis, Mo,
On
king;
San
In
Juan
county.
with
term
Farmington
(rand lodge for the ensuing
foot-hol-

d

ft

by-la-

by-la-

rx
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Richard Hudson, captain general. Aztec Commandery No. 5, Raton P. P.
Fanning, eminent commander; James
W. Donovan, generalissimo;
Frank
Henning, captain general. Rio Hondo
Commandery No. 6 at Roswell E. A.
Cahoon, eminent commander; W. M.
J. B. MatAtkinson, generalissimo;
Malta Comhews, captain general.
mandery No. 7 at Silver City Dr. Carl
Hagen, eminent commander; Cornelius
S. Bennett, generalissimo; A. H. Harl-lecaptain general.
e,

Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite
Santa Fe lodge of Perfec.tion No. 1,
that rite, was instituted

14th degree of

under dispensation from the supreme
council of the Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry, southern jurisdiction of the United States,
February 14, 1883, with William W.
Grlffln as its first venerable master.
The charter was granted to the lodge
by the supreme council under date of
March 14, 1886, and the lodge has been
in existence ever since, holding comin the city, of Santa
munications
Fe. It now has a membership of 45, located all over the territory and
throughout the United States and some
of its members have been on army duty
in the Philippine Islands. Of the 45
members of the lodge, 42 have received
the 32d degree. The past masters of
William W. Grlffln,
the lodge are:
Henry L. Waldo, Max. Frost, Dr. W. S.
Harroun and Edward Li Bartlett, who
is the present venerable master. The
deputy of the supreme council for the
territory is Colonel Max. Frost, S2d,
who has charge of all matters pertaining to the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Free Masonry in the

Biographical Sketches.

WASHINGTON GRIFFIN. and the ritual, his attentlveness, his
strength of character, his executive
Thirty-scon- d
Past Mas- ability, his zeal and his courage. He
Degree,
was a most true and excellent Free
ter Montezuma Lodge No. 1, Past
Mason. He also was a true progressive
High Priest Santa Fe Chapter No.
and successful citizen of advanced
1, Past Eminent Commander Santhought and solid intelligence.
ta Fe Commandery No. 1, Past
He was made a Mason, a Royal Arch
Master Santa Fe Lodge of
Mason, and a Knight Templar in his
Perfection No. 1.
native city, and from the day of his
in Santa Fe, took a leading and
First Grand Master of the Grand Lodge arrival
prominent part in Masonic matters.
Died at
of New Mexico
He served as master of Montezuma
Santa Fe December 8, 1889.
lodge for several consecutive terms,
was a charter member, and first high
Griffin was
William
Washington
of the Royal Arch Chapter No.
priest
West Virginia,
born In Clarksburg,
1, and charter member, installing ofMay 1, 1830. He received a common
first eminent commander of
school education in the schools of his ficer, and
No. 1, a charnative town, and thereafter became a Santa Fe Commandery
ter member and venerable master of
civil engineer and surveyor, practicing
of Perfection of the
his profession until he came to New Santa Fe lodge
14th degree, a 32d degree Mason and
Mexico in 1862. He served for a time
of the supreme council
as chief clerk in the office of the chief the first deputy
of New Mexico. His Masonic charity
quartermaster of the military depart and benevolence knew no bounds
and
ment of New Mexico, and then again
when he was summoned to his fathengaged in civil engineering and sur ers on December 8, 1889, the craft in
In 1871 the First National New Mexico
veying.
mourned, as one man, at
Bank of Santa Fe was organized and
loss of a true brother, an exemhe was elected cashier, filling the posi- the
an honorable and
tion and successively the position of plary citizen, and
man.
upright
vice president and president until the
date of his death in 1889. At the time
HENRY LINN WALDO.
he was cashier and vice president,
s,
United States Senator Steven B.
Master
Degree, Past
a resident of this territory from Thirty-secon- d
Montezuma Lodge, Past High
1863 to 1876, was the bank's president.
Priest Santa Fe Chapter No. 1..
Mr. Elkins was also a member of Montezuma lodge No. 1 of Santa Fe, of
Royal Arch Chapter No. 1, and of the Past Eminent Commander Santa Fe
Santa Fe Commandery No. 1, demitting Commandery No. 1 and Past Grand
Master Grand Lodge of
from these bodies in 1885 to affiliate
v
New Mexico.
with similar bodies in West Virginia.
During his twenty-eigyears' residence In New Mexico, Mr. Griffin was
Henry L. Waldo is a native of JackIdentified with everything that was for son county, Missouri, and is about 58
the best Interests of the territory and years of age. He received a "common
the city of Santa Fe. He never cared school education and studied law one
for public office and declined several term in the state university at Colum
He worked and studied and
appointments of important positions of bia.
honor and trust tendered him. He was studied and worked until admitted to
the bar in his native state. Thereafter
d,
a
educated, and courageous man, a moral citizen and a finan- he moved to Amador county, Califorcier of great ability, sound judgment, nia, where he practiced law and held
and of the strictest Integrity. He was the position of attorney in the district
one of the pillars of Free Masonry in in which he resided for four years.
the territory, and took the most promi- After a residence of nine years in Caliof the fornia he returned to Missouri for a
nent part in the organization
bodies of Royal Arch Masons, of the short time, coming to Santa Fe In 1873
Knights Templar, and of the grand and continuing the practice of his pro
lodge of New Mexico which last body fession. He was appointed chief jushe served as first grand master from tice of the supreme court of New MexAug., 1877,' to Jan., 1879. He may truly ico by President Grant and served as,
be called one of the founders of Free such from 1876 to 1878. He was attorMasonry in New Mexico, and he gave ney general of New Mexico during the
thirty years of hard, arduous service years 1879 and 1880. He accepted the
without stint and without the hope of position of solicitor for the great Atchia fee or reward, to the cause of Free son, Topeka & Santa Fe railway sysMasonry. In each and every body that tem for New Mexico in 1880, which he
he was a member of, he rose to the has filled ever since. Judge Waldo has
highest office in the gift of the body, been a regent of the University of New
deserving the same for his great in Mexico at Albuquerque since its esdustry, his knowledge of Masonic law tablishment in 1889 and is at present
WILLIAM

1877-187- 9.

,

ht

broad-minde-

9,

5.

8,

DR. W. 8. HARROUN,
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GRAND MASTER.

Fe, affiliated with Montezuma lodge
Wyandotte now Kansas City, Kas.' He years as secretary of the board of Centennial exposition in 1876 and was
received a liberal education and is a trade in which position he did much chairman of the committee on educa
No. 1, in which body he has held all the
:
graduate from the law department of good work for the advancement and tion of the New Mexico constitutional
''.':
i
f minor positions and served one year as
..;.
He convention of 1889. He is a regent of
the Michigan University at Ann Ar- upbuilding of his resident city.
master. In 1895 he received the Chapter degrees in Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
L
V
bor, Mich. He practiced his profes- is foremost in pushing and working for the normal school at Silver City and
sion in Kansas City, Kas., successfully, all public enterprises that may be of has held many other positions of honor
and the orders of knighthood in Santa
and trust. He has been a frequent conFe Commandery. In these two bodies
and was a leading citizen of the state benefit to his home city and county.
Colonel Knaebel was made a Free tributor to the press and is author of
he is also a past high priest of Santa
of Kansas until he came to New Mex
"The Blue Book of New Mexico" and
Fe Chapter, and recorder of Santa Fe
ico in the summer of 1881. He settled in Mason in Stella lodge No. 485, Brook
His present residence Is
Santa Fe and is still a resident of this lyn, N. Y., 1870, received the orders of "Aztlan."
Commandery No. 1. He is a member
of the grand lodge of New Mexico and
"
city, and during his residence here has knighthood in Clinton Commandery San Andreas Park, Sierra county,
'"
'
'
x N.
1S71.
No.
of the Grand Chapter of
T. in
He ser where he owns a large stock farm.
14, Brooklyn,
been closely identified with all matters
Royal Arch
Masons of the territory. He Is a conRItch
is a citizen
of public interest affecting the welfare ved as master of Montezuma lodge No
scientious and active Mason, true to
of the city and the territory. He was 1, as high priest of Santa Fe Chapter greatly respected for his high charac
the principles and teachings of the orand the II"
twice president of the Santa Fe board No. 1 and is now holding the office of ter, many accomplishments
der, and very popular with the memof trade, was chairman of the commis- captain general of Santa Fe Commas
good work he has done for New Mex
ico during his twenty-eigbers of the several bodies with which
sion to compile the laws in 1884, and dery No. 1.
years' resl
he is affiliated.
Colonel Knaebel is an active, ener- denoe In the territory.
again on the commission that
them in 1897, and Is now serving getic and successful lawyer, a business
Rltch received the blue
his fifth term as solicitor general of the man of exceptional ability and one of lodge degrees in Montezuma lodge No.
ADDISON WALKER
1
in this city in the summer of 1878, the
territory. He was adjutant general for the most progressive and best citizens,
seven years, holding commissions un- not only In the capital, but also of the Chapter degrees in Santa Fe Chapter
Generalissimo Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1 In 1879, and the orders of knightder Governor L. A. Sheldon and Gov territory.
No. 1.
hood in Santa Fe Commandery in the
ernor E. G. Ross. For the last three
Addison Walker was born in Cooper
years he has served as a member of the
early part of 1879. Having resided on
SAMUEL G. CARTWRIGHT
ranch for many years past, he has
United States land commission to secounty, Missouri, May 23, 1871. He at
tended public schools In his native
lect lands donated to the territory by Past Eminent Commander Santa Fe been unable to attend the meetings of
F P. CRICHTON,
the different Masonic bodies of which
state until his parents moved to New
congress and is also a member of the
Commandery No. 1.
he Is a member, which accounts for the
Mexico in 1885. He received a busiterritorial land commission
Secretary Montezuma Lodge No. i.
having
ness education and is a graduate of the
He was ap
S. G. Cartwrlght was born at Mediap fact that he has not held Masonic of
charge of these lands.
to
raised
the
sublime
of
master University of New Mexico.
degree
flee to any extent.
He was a
pointed a member of the1 capltol cus- oils, Iowa, on June 11, 1869.
Mason
at
the
communication of the clerk in the United States land office in
RItch Is the author of
todian commission last March. In the
He received his education at the
held
a week before the celebra Santa Fe for three
lodge
city election of April, 1901, he was
schools of his native town and at the Interesting historical article on
years under Cleveelected a member of the city board of the State University of Iowa, from Montezuma lodge and early history of tion of the 50th anniversary of Monte- land's first administration. He was
zuma
The
future
lodge.
evidently
Free
then engaged Jn business for a time in
Masonry in the territory published
education, from his ward, for two which institution he graduated Ph. B
elsewhere In these columns, and deliv holds many Masonic honors In store Raton. He came to Santa Fe In 1894,
years. He has also several times been cum laude, class of 1892.
for
Mr.
Pope.
elected and served as a member of the
entered
commercial pursuits
again
It was Mr. Cartwrlght's Intention to ered this address at the 50th annlvers
and at this time is the energetic presicity council from his ward. He was practice law, and with that end In view ary of Montezuma lodge No. 1 in this
ARTHUR
BOYLE
on May 13, 1901.
one of the leaders of the movement to he took a
dent of the ' A. Walker1 Co., t whole
year's course of lectures at city
sale and retail grocers. Mr; Walker has
organize the New Mexico Bar associathe law school of his alma mater, but
Master
Past
Montezuma Lodge No. 1. been In business for eleven
tion in 1886 and has been the secretary on visiting his brother, H. B. Cart
SAMUEL ELDODT.
years and
has gained a reputation as an honest,
thereof since its organization and Is its wrlght, at Santa Fe,
sumthe
during
Arthur
is
a
native
of
Boyle
England
careful and courteous business man.
present secretary. Solicitor General mer of 1892, he became so favorably
Thirty-secon- d
and was born on the 22d day of FebruDegree.
Mr. Walker received the degrees of
Bartlett is a man of high culture and Impressed with the climate, advantag
1840, at Stoke upon Trent, Stafary,
Ancient Craft Masonry iu Montezuma
attainments and possesses an exhaust- es and favorable outlook for the ma'
Samuel Eldodt was born in Germany fordshire.
W. Q. RITCH,
He
received
his
education
ive knowledge of law, especially of the terial prosperity of New Mexico, that in
lodge No. 1 In the spring of 1895, the
1848, received a fine
edu In private schools and in one of the Chapter
ri
Montezuma Lodge No. x, Author of "Early Masonry in the
West." statutes of New Mexico, which he has he accepted the junior partnership or cation, and when 19 commercial
degrees in Santa Fe
best
English colleges. He traveled all No. 1 In the fall of 1895 and theChapter
years of age came
his fered him in the firm of H. B.
orders
successfully
interpreted
during
to
over
the
United
States, coming directly
Europe for severa' years, and of knighthood in Santa Fe Commandpresident of the board of managers twelve years, and is also past master many years of service as solicitor gen
&
Brother, and has
to New Mexico and settling In Rio came to America In 1860 and remained
from New Mexico to the Louisiana of Santa Fe lodge of Perfection.
1
No.
in the summer of 1896. He Is
eral. He has made a brilliant record in identified therewith ever since.
Arriba county. He engaged in mer a couple of years, again returning to aery
He was grand master of the grand the territorial cases before
Purchase Exposition to be held in St.
past warden of Montezuma lodge, a
Mr. Cartwrlght served two terms as
the supreme
cantile pursuits and in a few years England. He then traveled in Egypt
Louis In 1903. He is considered one of lodge of New Mexico for the term court of the
territory, decisions of that treasurer of the City of Santa Fe and purchased the mercantile establishment and went to the Island of Borneo with past king and past high priest of SanSince 1887 he has been deputy court
the clearest headed lawyers not only in
ta Fe Chapter No. 1 and at present
being uniformly on the side of was a member of the capltol rebuilding of his older
Sir James Brooke, where he remained
New Mexico but in the whole country of the Supreme Council of the Ancient the
holds the position of generalissimo of
which he represented in board which had charge of the re- and went into brother, Nathan Eldodt, some
territory
In
active
Mabusiness
an
official
and
for
him
man
years
Rite
of
Scottish
is
a
Free
and
Accepted
who, although very
capacity. He Santa Fe t'ommandery No. 1.
such cases.. He is studious, careful, building of the capltol in this city and
self at the San Juan pueblo, which was a resident of Australia for several
modest in demeanor, unostentatious sonry for the southern jurisdiction of and
He is a bright and attractive Mason
and his reputation is which did excellent work for the people business he still
painstaking,
and quiet, wields great influence in po- the United States for the Territory of of the very best.
successfully and pro years engaged as a mining engineer and there is no question but that he
of
the
territory.
fitably maintains and directs. Mr EI and mining in the gold fields. He re- will attain the honors
litical matters in the territory. His New Mexico, and during his term of Ha received the Masonic
Mr. Cartwrlght received the degrees dodt served as treasurer of the
usually awarded
degrees in
career as a lawyer has been remark- service has conferred the Ancient and
terrl turned to the United States, arriving In the right kind of a Mason
In Masonic
No. 3, Wyandotte, of Ancient Craft Masonry in Montezulodge
Wyandotte
Fe
Santa
1877.
November
3,
of
tory
W.
Scottish
Governor
Rite
from
Is
resby
He
was
successful
a
and
he
appointment
Accepted
degrees
ably
highly
bodies for faithful and Intelligent MaKas., in 1874, the capitular degrees in ma lodge No. 1, Santa Fe, in Decemcharter
in
32d
member
to
the
of
on
over
4th
the
mak
the
98,
Thornton,
and
and
Fe
Santa
esteemed
wherever
known.
pected
forty asplr Santa Fe Chapter No. 1. Royal Arch ber, 1891, the
capitular degrees In San- lng an enviable record as an honest and board of trade in 1881 and was Its first sonic services.
Judge Waldo received the blue lodge ants.
Masons, in this city in 1883, and the or ta Fe Royal Arch Chapter No. 1 in efficient official.
Mr Eldodt Is one of secretary, a position he filled with abil
degrees in his home county, the ChapMARCUS ELDODT.
ders of knighthood in Santa Fe Com- 1895, and the orders of knighthood In
the very good citizens of the territory, ity and efficiency for eight years. He
ter degrees during his residence in
DR. WILLIAM S. HARROUN.
1
No.
same year. Santa Fe Commandery No. 1 In 1896. and a zealous
the
mandery
during
the
coal mines near Cerrlllos in
Free Mason. He re- opened
California as well as the orders of
Priest Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
The degrees of the Ancient and Ac- He has held minor offices In the lodge
received the blue lodge degrees in Mon 1882 and supplied the territory with the High
knighthood. He: was a charter member Thirty-secon- d
Past Master cepted Scottish Rite from the 4th to and in the Chapter and has served as tezuma
Degree,
of Santa Fe lodge of Perfection No. 1,
lodge No. 1 in 1872, Chapter de first anthracite coal in use here. He
Marcus Eldodt was born In Germany
Montezuma Lodge No. 1, Past High
the 14th were given him by Santa Fe captain general, generalissimo
and grees in Santa Fe Royal Arch
New Mexico horticultu- in 1843. He received
14th degree of the Ancient and AcceptChapter organized the
a commercial eduof Perfection No. 1 in 1883, at eminent commander of the Command- - No.
Priest
Fe
Santa
No.l,
lodge
Chapter
1 in 1878, the orders of knlehthood
ral society ' In 1886 and was Its first
ed Scottish Rite located in this city
cation in his native country and came
Past Eminent Commander
n Santa Fe Commandery No. 1 In 1881, president. Mr. Boyle is a leading fruit
and is a 32d degree Mason. He was
to the United States, coming directly
Santa Fe Commandery
and the Scottish Rite degrees from the grower and horticulturist vocation In to New
deputy of the Supreme Council of New
No. 1.
Mexico, In 1864, and engaged In
which
he
has
to
4th
14th
the
made
a
inclusive in Santa Fe
Mexico for four years. He is a past
great success. He business at San Juan. He returned to
Is
an
master of - Montezuma lodge No. 1, a Past Master Santa Fe
lodge of Perfection No. 1, in 1883 and
authority on fruit culture and Europe In 1882 and remained three
Lodge of Perfec
has also attained the 32d degree of horticulture.
For many years past he years.
high priest of Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
In 1886 he went Into business
tion and Past Grand Master of the
that Rite. He is still affiliated with has been the director cf the Clarendon at
a past eminent commander of Santa
Santa Fe. He was the first city
of New Mexico.
Grand
Lodge
these bodies and Is greatly liked and gardens in this city, which position he treasurer of
Fe Commandery No. 1 and past grand
Santa Fe after the
I
master of the grand lodge of New Dr. William S.
respected by his brethren and by citl fills at this writing. He is a man of was Incorporated and also servedcitya
Harroun, past grand
broad culture, very liberal education
zens generally.
Mexico.
term as the president of the board of
master, was born in Parma, Jackson
alert, energetic and very well thought education.
Judge Waldo Is truly a
in 1836. After at
county,
Michigan,
of
In
the
He
received the
man. His education was gained by
community.
WILLIAM T.
Mr. Eldodt was made a Mason in
tending the public schools of that day,
degrees of Ancient Craft Masonry in 1869
hard work and constant toll. He is a he
THORNTON.
school for two years, board
by Chapman lodge No. 95 at Las
taught
Lodge Zetland in the east, No. 508,
man of strong and positive character
Vegas. He affiliated with Montezuma
around, as was the custom at that
held
under
the
of
lodge
whose word is as good as his bond In Ing
grand
England
I
A Member of Montezuma Lodsre No. 1.
No. 1 at Santa Fe in 1876, and betime. He prepared for Albion college
I
He lodge
Singapore, Straits Settlement.
every particular. The important legal at Albion,
came a Chapter Mason on July 25, 1878.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, and Santa at
Michigan, and afterward
affiliated with Montezuma lodge No
interests of the Atchison, Topeka & entered
Fe Commandery No. 1
the University of Michigan
In this city about nine years ago and He has served various times as junior
Santa Fe railway system in New Mex- which
In
Montezuma
gave him the degree of Bachelor
has served that lodge as a warden and and senior warden
Ico have been managed by him in this
William T. Thornton was born in as a master.
of Arts. He entered Georgetown Unilodge and Is a past and present high
He
Is
now
senior
grand
territory during the past twenty-tw- o
of Santa Fe Chapter.
Calhoun, Henry county, Missouri, on deacon of the
at Washington, D. C, and
grand lodge of New priest
years in a wise, prudent and fair man- versity
9, 1843.
Mr. Eldodt is ohe of the oldest Ma
He was educated In Mexico.
February
from
medical
the
departgraduated
Is
He
well acquainted with
ner and the legal interests of the coma private school near Sedalla, Mo., and Masonic laws
sons In Montezuma lodge, very attenment and immediately after his gradand customs and Is a
pany have been fully and successfully uation, which
from the law department of
tive ana very zealous in the perform
was during the latter
graduated
valuable
of
member
the
very
Masonic
in
direction
his
protected
every
during
ance of his Masonic duties. He is an
Kentucky' University, at Louisville,
years of the Civil war, he entered the
fraternity.
connection with the road.
honest man of excellent habits and an
Kentucky, in the class of 1868. In the
United States medical service as acting
spring of 1861 he left school and en
exemplary citizen.
Carver United
at
assistant
the
surgeon
S.
FRANK
DAVIS
COLONEL MAX. FROSTk
tered the Confederate army serving un
States general hospital. After the hosFOSTER P. CRICHTON.
til the end of the war. After his Past Master
went
Harroun
Dr.
was
abandoned,
pital
Montezuma Lodge No. 1.
Thirty-secon- d
Degree, Past Mashe began the practice of
to Chicago where he practiced medicine
graduation
ter of Montezuma Lodge No. 1,
law at Clinton, Missouri. He served
until 1881 and also acted as instructor
Secretary Montezuma Lodge No. 1.
Frank S. Davis was born in Santa
Past High Priest of Santa Fe
as a member of the town council for
Foster P. Crichton is a native of
and lecturer at Rush Medical college.
Monroe
on
the
Fe,
county,
Missouri,
No.
1,
Past
Eminent
Chapter'
two years and represented his county 11th
Scotland, born there In 1837. He emi
In 1881, for the sake of the health of
day of April, 1866. He received a
Commander of Santa Fe
in the State legislature. ' Falling
a member of his family, Dr. Harroun
grated to the United States in 1851.' He
school
and
business
thorough
public
1.
Commandery No.
came
health brought him to Santa Fe in 1877.
came to Santa Fe, where he has estabeducation In his native state, 1888 to Santa Fe from Bristol, Pa., in
He served as a member of the terrl college
and has resided in this city ever
lished for himself a reputation as a
at
Central
Business
college, since.
Past Master of Santa Fe Lodge of Per- skilled and learned
torlal council In 1881, and in 1891 served graduating
practitioner.
went
into
business
with
Mo.;
Sedalla,
fection, Past Grand Master of Grand
as mayor of Santa Fe. In 1885 he re- his
Dr. Harroun was made a Mason in
July 17, 1861, he enlisted In the
father for a time, being very suc- 6thOn Iowa
Lodge of New Mexico and Deputy
tired from law practice and gave his cessful.
No. 314, Palatine, Illi
infantry and served in the
Palatine
Lodge
health necessitating
Impaired
of Supreme Council for New
attention to mining enterprises. In a change, he came to New Mexico and 15th army corps under the command of
nois, in 1866. He was made a Chapter
Mexico.
General John A. Logan, gallant
April 1893, he was appointed governor settled in Santa Fe on
Mason at the same place and became a
April 10, 1893. Major
of New Mexfco by President Grover He was
ana
ly and meritoriously taking part in
at Santa e in
Templar
In
in
Knight
business
this
Lengaged
Colonel Max. Frost is a native of a 32d
Cleveland, and served as such 4 years city until December, 1897, when he sold the battles of Shiloh, Vicksburg, Mis
degree Mason in 1883, also at
Louisiana, and will be 49 years of age Santa Fe. He was
and 3 months. After his retirement he out
master
of the
grand
at a yery handsome profit and sionary Ridge, and the fights in the Aton January 1 next; was educated in
resumed his Interests in mining and moved to
lanta campaign. During his service he
Jurisdiction of New Mexico
Prescott, Ariz., where he re- was advanced
SAMUEL O. CARTWRIGHT,
private schools and at college in his and has been master of Montezuma
and in 1862 was promot
other enterprises in Mexico of which mained a year,
In 1899 to this
returning
native state; read law in Washington,
Past Eminent Commander, Santa Fe Commandery No. I
country he is now a resident, his home city, where he again engaged in busi- ed from a sergeantcy to a first
with the exception of three or
- D. C, for two years; came to New lodge
at present being at Guadalajara,
and served for a while as aide
four terms for the past fifteen years, which time he
ness and is now the vice president of
also received the de ery. Mr. Cartwrlght is esteemed and
Mexico in 1876 as chief clerk of the
de camp on the staff of General John
Thornton during his the A. Walker
master at the present time.
its
being
of
one
the
Company,
from
14th
the
to
S2d
the
grees
man
United States military telegraph lines He
inclusive. known as a very good business
twenty years' residence In this terri
has also served as high priest of He Berved as
business concerns in the capital M. Corse, the hero of Alatoona Pass;
then in operation in the territory; was Santa Fe
captain general, general and as a sterling and upright citizen as tory was successful while practicing largest
as eminent com
Chapter,
of
New
Mexico. In his present busi- was appointed by General Sherman a
and eminent commander of well as a good Mason.
clerk in the surveyor general's office
law and In business. He is a man of ness he Is
special commissary of subsistence to
of Santa Fe Commandery of issimo,
mander
prosperous and successful, feed
Santa Fe Commandery No. 1, was
for two years; adjutant general of the
the destitute people of Yazoo and
keen intelligence, has a great fund of and
Templar and as venerable again elected eminent commander of
as
Knights
an
excellent
enjoys
reputation
WILLIAM G.
territory, holding commissions from master of Santa Fe lodge of Perfection
Hinds
information and filled the public offices
counties, Mississippi, after the
a
as
business
a
man,
citizen, and
acting Governor W. G. RItch, Governor of the 14 degree of the Ancient and Ac this commandery last March, and o.i
RITCH
to which he was called with credit and man.
surrender of Vicksburg. He was hon21 of this year, upon the or
August
Lew Wallace, and Governor L. A.
ability. He is a man of integrity and
cepted Scottish Rite for several years,
Mr. Davis was made a Mason In orably mustered out of service October
Sheldon; colonel of the first regiment, Dr. Harroun is one of the leading and ganizatlon of the grand commandery Of Montezuma Lodge No. 1, Author of greatly liked wherever known.
26, 1864. His occupation Is that of
Union
lodge No. 19, In Paris, Mo., and
of
of
New
Mexico,
New Mexico National Guard for six most
Templar
the Sketch Entitled "Early MaThornton received the
citizens of the capital was Knights
on Sixth Page.)
respected
Santa
in
arrival
his
upon
immediately
elected
first
the
grand commander
years; register United States land of- city of the territory.
blue lodge degree In his native state
sonry In the
of that body. He is the present vener
fice, of the Santa Fe land district under
In
affiliated
and
Montezuma
with
Region."
lodge
able master of Santa Fe lodge of Per
. the Arthur administration; admitted to
this city on December 7, 1878; he re- EDWARD L. BARTLETT.
fection No. 1, 14th degree.
practice law before the district and suWilliam Glllett RItch was born in recelved the capitular degrees in Santa
General Bartlett, In every position
preme courts of the territory in 1884; Thirty-secon- d
1830 in Ulster county, New York.
He Fe Chapter No. 1 in 1879 and the orders
Degree Mason, Grand that he has filled In life, has perserved as member of the board of
received an academic education and is of knighthood in Santa Fe Command
Commander
of
formed
the
alt
Incumbent
duties
Templar
Knights
1891-9upon
and was
county commissioners
a lawyer by profession but a stock ery No. 1 on January 11, 1879. Although
New Mexico
him, as they should be performed in
also member of the city board of eduraiser by choice. He served as deputy he has given up his residence in the
every
respect.
sfc
cation for one year. Has been secrecounty clerk of his native county, also territory he still remains In good
Is
a
native
of
Edward
Bartlett
the
L,
tary of the bureau of immigration for state of JMaine and was born in
a
board of supervisors. standing in these bodies.
as
clerk
of
the
'
Bethel, COLONEL GEORGE W. KNAEBEL
ten years, a .position which "lie" still
In 1855 he moved to Hudson, Michigan,
holds. Is a charter member of the Oxford county; In that state October
where he was engaged in business. In
WILLIAM H. POPE
1847.
Ms
In early boyhood
parents Past Master
Santa Fe board of trade and served as 121,
of. Montezuma Lodge No. 1857 Mr. Ritch became a resident of
Its secretary for two years. In 1883 he moved to Kansas and his' father was
1, and Past High Priest Santa
Oshkosh, Wisconsin, and was elected Youngest Master Mason In Montezuma
became connected with the New Mex one of the early settlers of the city of
Fe Chapter No. 1,
clerk of the district
and
Lodge No. 1 at the Celebration of
ican Printing Company, and has been
court of Winnebago county, Wiscon
the 50th Anniversary of Said
cuuur ui ine Dania re jjauy iew
Colonel George W. Knaebel was born sin. During the Civil war he enlisted
Lodge at Santa Fe, May 13,
Mexican; the Weekly New Mexican Reat Brooklyn, N. Y., In October, 1846. He in the 46th Wisconsin Infantry and was
1901.
view, and El Nuevo Mexlcano, since
V
applied for enlistment immediately af commissioned first lieutenant and ad
.
tnat time with the exception of three
ter the first shot was fired upon Fort jutant of his regiment and served merWilliam H. Pope was born in Beau
years, namely,
By profession
Sumter, but was rejected on account of itoriously until the close of the war fort, South Carolina, in June, 1870. He
he is a lawyer and journalist Wherhis youth. In 1863 he succeeded, after After returning from the war he was came to Santa Fe to live in May, 1694.
ever the publications above named are
having made three attempts, in enter elected a member of the state senate. Mr. Pope is a lawyer by profession and
known, and wherever a copy of the
ing the ranks of the defenders of the He was elected a presidential elector, has held a number of positions of hon
i
numerous
nf tha hnivon
J
Union. He was engineer's yeoman of Voting "for General Grant at his first or and trust since coming to New MexImmigration, In the past thirteen years,
the gunboat Iuka which took part in election to the presidency. He was ap- ico. Besides having been assistant sohas been. Been and read. Colonel Frost
the capture of Mobile and other en pointed messenger and bearer of the licitor general of tne territory and a
Is well known.
He then be member of the rebuilding board of the
gagements of Admiral Farragut. In returns to Washington.
Colonel Frost received the Ancient
December, 1868, Colonel Knaebel was came proprietor and editor of the Win beautiful new capltol of which he was
Craft degrees of Masonry In Monteadmitted to the bar of the supreme nebago county Press. Failing health the secretary, he has for some time
zuma lodge No. 1, having been raised
court of New York in session at Brook- prompted a change of climate. He sold past held the positions of assistant
to the sublime degree of master mason
He was deputy his newspaper and being appointed United States attorney for the court of
lyn, Kings county.
by the grand lodge of New Mexico
clerk of the city court of Brooklyn secretary of New Mexico by President private land claims and special United
August 10, 1877. He received the Chapfrom 1867 to 1876, and after that until Grant, he moved to this territory. He States attorney for the Pueblo In
ter degrees in Santa Fe Chapter No. 1
188J chief clerk of the city court ' In was reappointed
by President Grant dians.
0
Beptember, 1877, and the orders of
1887, Colonel Knaebel came to Santa Fe and also by President Hayes, serving a
Mr. Pope, although- - a young man,
knighthood in Santa Fe Commandery
and has been practicing law here ever third term. While territorial secretary, has already made for himself a very
No. 1 In October, 1878. He received the
since. He was twice elected depart- he frequently served as governor dur- enviable reputation at the bar and Is
Scottish Rite degrees from the 4th to
ment commander of the department of ing the absence of the chief executive considered, a man of model habits,
1686
In
Sid
la
the
and a member of the
New Mexico, G. A. R. He was adju- from the territory. Upon the
probity and honor. At the celebration
Santa Fe lodge at Perfection, Uth detant general of the territory under
of the New Mexico historical of the 50th anniversary of the constitugree. . He Is a past master of MontezuGovernor Thornton; clerk and attorney society he was elected and
tion of Montezuma lodge No. 1, AnADDISON WALKER,
ma lodm Nn. 1. nut tif erf nHMt nt
of the capltol rebuilding board and Is at Its president. He has also been presi- cient, Free and Accepted Masons In
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1 and past eml-- ! Generalissimo Santa Fe
present a member and secretary of the dent of the bureau of immigration and this city on May 13, 1901, he enjoyed the
Commandery
HON. SAMUEL ELDODT,
nent commander of Santa Fe Comcommission of Irrigation of New Mex- of the educational association of New distinction of being the youngest masNo. 1.
ico.
mandery No. 1. He served as such for
Colonel Knaebel served for ten Mexico; was a commissioner to the ter Mason of the lodge, having been
One of the Oldest Members of Montezuma Lodge No. I.
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Commissioned a 1st lieutenant In the
wel f until after the close of the Mexican
passage to the tomb; no sister's sym- bespeaking a united and hearty
New Mexico National Guard In 1895,
oi war and the withdrawal of the army of
t come
this
In
unison
kind
throbs
upon
heart
pathetic
was promoted to captain In 1896 and to
of the United States. The
with a brother's voice; no mother's Free Masonry in New Mexico ana tne occupation was surrendered and steps
major in 1897. Commissioned captain
dispensation
from
Fifth
(Continued
west.
Page.)
of
a
the
parsad
tale
tear
great
tells
silent
some of the members of the tractor and builder and he is consid of troop E, 1st United States Volunteer
taken
by
love
no
kind
father's
ent's grief;
PROGRESS.
Hardin Military Traveling lodge and ered first class In his line. He Is an Cavalry known as "The Rough Ridsmooths the last pillow of a son's reWithin the round of fifty years since some of the citizens of Santa Fe, ask- honorable and
M. A.
good man and the right ers," April 25, 1898, by Governor
pose. But, a seraph Is there, the fra- the instituting of Montezuma lodge No.
n
for a regular lodge to be located in kind of a citizen. During his thirteen Otero. Served during the
ternal hand, true to vow, and regard- 109, A., F. and A. M., of Missouri juris- ing
of Mis- years of business life In Santa Fe he
war
mustered out Ocuntil
The
Fe.
lodge
Santa
grand
less of contagion has sought and diction, now No. 1 of the jurisdiction of
souri heeded this prayer and a charter has erected and had charge of the con- tober 15, 1898, and took part In the batfound a suffering fellow mortal.
New Mexico, the lodge has passed was
granted to Montezuma lodge No. struction of the Presbyterian Mission tles of Las Quasimas and San Juan
Look at that silent train of regalia clad from remoteness and isolation to con109, that afterwards became Montezuschool and manse, the electric light Hill In the Santiago de Cuba campaign
marked
solemn
steps,
mourners, with
venient and speedy communication ma lodge No. 1, under the Jurisdiction
drew the plans of the Loretto In command of his troop, during which
muffled
the
of
' - alone by the dull beat
with neighboring lodges, as well as of the grand lodge of New Mexico. The plant,
I
. ,
,
convent
and has been engaged In the campaign his troop lost seven men
drum, they tread their march along; with cities and towns within and withWm. building of other important structures. killed and thirteen wounded being
W.
M.
M.;
officers:
first
Ashurst,
no long line of carriages with heraldic out; a
population, foreign in education
S. W.; R. T. Brent, J. W.;
He received the degrees of Ancient about one third of the number engaged.
bearings blazoned forth marked with and association, and prejudiced and McGrorty,
Upon being mustered out the follow
R. E. Green, Treas.; J. E. Gray, Sec'ty; Craft Masonry in Montezuma lodge
funeral pomp the moving scene; no unfriendly, since living under
just S. J. Splegelberg, S. D.; J. G. Abreu, J. No. 1
note was made upon his mustering
sable-cla- d
during the summer of 1896, and is ing
relatives, whose outward laws justly administered and by conD. ; J. S. Patton, Tyler.
and painstaking out .papers by Colonel Theodore Roose
efficient
the
at
present
soul
of
the
but
within,
friends
poorly speak
garb
tact and commingling with
velt, now president of the United
fact is also mention secretary of that body.
The
swell the pageant train. It Is the liberty
have become homogeneous; ed In interesting
States, "Handled his troops through
Montezuma
that
this
address,
franchlsed
The
stranger's burial.
twenty-fiv- e
out with equal gallantry and profes
days en route by monthly lodge was for several years the only
HARROUN
E.
PHILLIP
spirit of a brother hath winged Its way mall coach to Westport Landing, now Masonic
sional efficiency."
lodge in all that vast Btretch Thirty-secon- d
Degree. Past Warden
to the worlds unknown; and now borne Kansas
has been reduced to of
City,
states
Major Muller is a good citizen, an efthe
now
Past
No.
1,
and
composing
country
Montezuma
Lodge
by the brotherhood, his body Is con- thirty-si- x
hours by railroad with a of
ficient
and honest collector and is very
California
(ex
Fe
of
Santa
Chapter
Oregon, Washington,
High Priest
signed to its last resting place. It re- dally mall; the pony express and over
popular with all classes; he is a good
1.
Nevada, Utah,
San Francisco),
No.
cept
of
earth!"
telethe
to
the
upon
lap
poses
land messenger has yielded
business man and has the confidence
Montana. Idaho. North Dakota, South
,
A NEW ENVIRONMENT EVOLVED. graph and telephone; the surroundings
Kansas,
In Chi of the community.
Colorado,
was
born
E.
Dakota,
Wyoming,
Harroun
Phillip
Major Muller received the blue lodge
The complexity of the environment of a boundless and unsettled domain Texas CwAHt of San Antonio), New cago, Illinois, July 14, 1866. , He attend
and occupied by
in Montezuma lodge No. 1, the
Mexico and Arizona.
existing at the beginning of Masonry have been possessed
ed the public schools of that city until degrees
n
the onward march of emigration and
related.
in New Mexico
chapter degrees in Santa Fe Chapter
L. Bradford Prince, past mas
Hon.
new
No 1 and the orders of knighthood In
In contrast, it is gratifying to look civilization and the erecting or
ter, next responded to tne toasi maNo. 1 during
Santa Fe
back In review of the march of time states and territories and corresponding sonic Symbolism." Governor Prince's
IN the years Commandery
He has held variand events and note, that as liberty and grand jurisdictions of Masonry; unde address was a most appropriate one
to
Rli
the
ous subordinate positions tn these
epuallty and justice and stability as veloped country adjacent
and it is beyond the power of pen to
bodies. He is a past eminent commanknown to the great republic; and also Grande, now has its mining operations do it justice by a mere synopsis. His
der of Santa Fe Commandery and la as
to note that as the kindly good will of in every gulch and mountain fastness reference to the power of symbols In
good and popular Mason as he Is a
the American people and their Instltu with flocks and herds grazing on every the history of the world: the cross, the
all
prosperity
citizen.
tions, not forgetting Free Masonry, has hill and plain with In
the crescent, was most eloquent
a few lines flag, well
abroad; merchandise
become familiar to the Spanish speakas were Ms references
timed,
and
has
ANTONIO JOSEPH.
of some of the Ma- ing people, also came confidence and and ill assorted and expensive,
In to the significance
i
the gradual evolving of a new environ been replaced by well assorted stocks
Minu His mention of the
Member of Montezuma Lodge No. 1.
and all lines at popular prices; the Mexican errant ranee of Masonic membership
ment, as simple and pastoral
devious trails of the balle. the green room and saloon, once reaching from the humblest of our prl
as
the
natural
H.
WILLIAM
POPE,
HON.
Hon; Antonio Joseph,
to
goat and burro of the country. In con the social centers, have been largely
vate citizenship to the occupant of the
abandoned for clubs commercial, In
was born at Taos, Taos
No. I at the Time of Its Fiftieth
common
of
vice
Montezuma
presidential
interest
resulted,
congress,'
a
Mason
the
Lodge
and
Master
sequence
presidential
Youngest
county, on August 26, 1846. He receivwhich, with the advance in education dustrlal and social, have been largely chair were especially interesting when
Anniversary.
ed his education at an academy at
and the coming of railroads and tele- supplanted by associations fraternal, it was rcalled that Governor Prince
instltu
next lodges instituted, and in the order graphs
Taos, St. Michael's college In Santa Fe,
and speedy communication humane and elevating and by
weeks since attended the
few
a
only
L.a.3
in
at Webster college and Bryant and
namaA worn Ohanman No. 95 at
exceeded all tions. educational.religious and benefl "raising" of Vice President Roosevelt
and closer intercourse,
Stratton's business college at St. Louts.
Trans-Missou- ri
Vegas; Kit Carson No. 326 at Eliza differences, and brought homogeneity cent; outlying domain once menaced by tn the degree of Master Mason
In 1862 he took charge of his father's
the wild Indian and brigand is now
bethtown; Cimmaron No. 348 at Clm of purpose.
on the program was to
toast
last
The
mercantile establishment at Taos and
Mexand safe as elsewhere; and "The Ladles" and the duty of respona- Silver City No. 465, at Silver
New
Mexican
peaceful
maron;
in
The
Hispano
(Continued from Third Page.)
in 1880 removed to Ojo Caliente, where
Citv. and Union No. 480, at Ttpton- - loo has settled down content to become finally, the once isolated single Ma- in. tn this fell to Brother Wm
to
The first candidates admitted
is now one of many comhe conducts a sanitarium at the fadistinc
sonic
ville.
It
all
lodge,
the
citizen
with
American
an
PoDe
signi
Mr.
enjoyed
of the crQ
membership by initiation were: Char- iti mous hot mineral springs. Mr. Joseph
The lodges at Taos, Elizabethtown
youngest member of
the
fies; while Spanish misrule and greed posing a local grand jurisdiction
of
tion
being
M.
Francisco.
and
John
S.
les
Rumley
has held many positions of political
and Cimmaron each surrendered their and bourbonlsm, to the Intelligent and order, and which lodges are to be round Montezuma lodge present, having reThe first death was Robert T. Brent, charters a few years after institution
honor, including six years as a member
as a horrible in every city and material hamlet In ceived the Master degree only let
remains
only
thinking,
Dekilled
PHILIP E. HARROUN, 32d.
Junior warden of the lodge,
of the territorial legislature and several
the territory, each with open portals week. His toast referred appropriately
The Masonic jurisdiction of Missouri mare.
o
Jour-nadon
the
cember 4, 1851, by Apaches
welcome ever awaiting
terms as New Mexico's delegate to conthe several charters of lodges
as patriots, as wives, ana as
Past High Priest.
And, thus, there has developed a new and a fraternal
del Muerto, and was buried by granted
they to women, moral
in the territory prior to the environment,
where he made a most honorable
worm,
over craftsmen from whithersoever
gress,
instituted
tne
of
circumstance
a
force
the
great
the lodge December 23.
record for his fidelity to the best Interfounding of the grand lodge of New which we all may rejoice a progress may come.
working hand in hand witn mamnuy his parents moved to Santa J e in iosi. ests
A civil charter by act of the legislaof the territory.
Mexico, and may fairly be recognized
and its kindred orders In ameliorating
He chose the profession of civil en
tive assembly, was granted February as the mother of Masonry In that
Mr. Joseph was made a Mason by Kit
mankind. At tne con- of
col
attended
He
condition
the
surveyor.
and
gineer
6, 1854.
Carson lodge of Elizabethtown in 1872.
jurisdiction.
elusion of Mr. Pope's reman
California studying civil engiTo many of the people of New MexHe affiliated with Montezuma lodge
me lege in
was
drunk
by
to
ladles
of
the
returned
He
MEXICO.
health
NEW
and
OF
surveying.
Montezuma
GRAND LODGE
neering
present,
ico, past and
No. 1 of Santa Fe in 1884 and has been
acstanding.
company
Masonic
the
entered
brief
upon
and
,hoie
New Mexico
And thus we have presented a
a member ever since.
lodge has been and Is a very pleasant
by
Syne
Auld
of
has
Lang
He
memThe singing
tive practice of his profession.
and precious memory. Its early
history of the beginnings of Masonry
18, 1901.)
a
of
Mexican
been
New
Fe
had
May
Santa
what
the
most
concluded
of
the
some
(From
all present
been connected with
bers included a few of the old trappers in New Mexico and the great west
KIT CARSON.
is most delightful and memoraDie oca important irrigation engineering en
Mntoaiiivin. lodee No. 1. Ancient, master, Brother E. L. Bartlett. It
and frontiersmen, and representatives dating from the military lodges of 1847,
civil
a
is
and
slon.
additional
of
the
noted
Bartlett
the
celebrated
General
likewise
We
territory
Among
that
have
to
sufficient
terprises
say
of the old fur companies.
Free and Accepted Masons,
Thoae nresent from the city were engineer of superior scientific attain Member of Montezuma Lodge No. 1.
lodges which became subject to the Its 50th birthday last Monday evening was at his best In the position which
them may be named Kit Carson,
Solicitor
S.
W.
Harroun,
Mrs.
and
Dr.
which
PalVrain.
New
ments, good judgment and effective
errand lodge of
Mexico,
Head and Ceran St.
by a reception and banquet at the
he has so often been called upon to fill, General E. L. Bartlett, Hon. ana Mrs,
officers, was instituted at Santa Fe in August, ace hotel, that for elegance and comknowledge. He has had fifteen years' asChristopher Carson, popularly known
Most of the early federal
and
Kit Carson, mountaineer, trapper,
L. B. Prince, Hon. T. B. Catron
sur- that his ready wit and graceful introthe
for
that
of
pur
not
been
and
1877,
the
many
experience in engineering work. For
convening
detail
has
and
body
of
lawyers,
judges
pleteness
was in mi
Alonzo. Mr. Arthur Boyle and ten years past he has been the official guide, pathfinder and soldier, was born
duction of
speakers
rank and file of the army were mem- pose on the 7th. With the latter and passed in the history of the city.
Wnvle. Mr. and Mrs. Frank S
of the United States In Madison county, Kentucky, Decemthorough keeping with the character mi
bers, among them Joab Houghton, prompt recognition of the same by the
The gathering was participated in by of their responses and the perfect dea. F. Solegelberg, Mr. and hydrographer
He ber 24, 1809, and died at Fort Lyon
Mer-r- ll
uf
In New Mexico.
1 "
the
and
Missouri
of
survey
A.
by
Hubble,
geological
jurisdiction
John Greiner, Sidney
about 100 persons, consisting not only tails of the occasion.
Mr. and Mrs.
Knaebel,
W.
Geo.
railColorado, on May 23, 1868. While still
in
work
all
Mr.
considerable
are
had
Albert
also
bodies
you
has
E.
generally,
Gary,
grand
Ashurst, Joseph
Marcus
of the resident Masons but also of a
T. B. Catron was first in- Addison Walker, Mr. and Mrs.
At the organization of the
road engineering and is considered very In his early childhood, his parents emiHonorable
the
and
Pfelffer, Horace Brooks, Francis A. familiar.
brothers,
of
visiting
full quota
wMnnt. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 8eiig- good In that line and today also holds grated to what is now Howard county,
Cunningham, Samuel B. Axtell, Klrby grand lodge of New Mexico the follow occasion was graced by the presence of troduced and spoke to the subject
m and Mrs. S. Spitz, Mr. and the
16 years of age he was
This he was
"Montezuma
Lodge."
position of engineer to the irriga- Missouri. At
all
in
was
Benedict, James H. Carlton, Benjamin ing subordinate lodges were represent
It
of
ladles.
number
a
large
D. Holt. Mr. W. M. H, tion commission of the territory electRnht.
apprenticed to a saddler, with whom
only because
F. Cutter, Hugh N. Smith and Alexan- ed by three representatives each respects worthy of Montezuma lodge, culiarly fitted to do.
Woodward and Miss Mary Marsh, Mr, ed to that position three months ago. he continued two years. The next
der P. Wilber, besides not a few of the Montezuma No. 109, Chapman No. 95, Its traditions and its history, and when
inNo. 480,
and Mrs. F. P. Crichton, Mr. ana r
No.
Union
108,
Mr. Harroun received the Ancient eight years of his life were passed as a
Aztec
lodge
mechanics,
miners
and
merchants,
Is said nothing more complimenthat
and Mrs. W.
Rev.
Walker.
John
but
authorized
Zadoc
Craft
they
Staab,
representation
Masonry degrees In Montezuma trapper, which pursuit he relinquished
cluding S. J. Splegelberg,
can be added.
No. 1 September, 1890, the Chap- on receiving the appointment of hunter
Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Grant Rivenburg,
Wenrv Connellv. Peter Joseph, Gustav failed to attend; Silver City lodge No tary
lodge
8
Mrs.
o'clock
at
T he company assembled
m, nnri Mrs. E. A. Fiske, Mr. and
to recognizing the
ter degrees in Santa Fe Chapter No. 1 to Bent's fort, where he continued for
Elsberg, James Graham, Charles E. 465, objected at first
a n TTinfirW Mr. C. G. Wood and in 1890, and the orders of knighthood in eight years more. He was then enin the parlors of the hotel where for an
Weschle, Henry Mercure, and Alexan- grand lodge, but subsequently sent Its
or more the time was delightfully
Mr. Alan McCord. Mr. and Mrs. H. W, Santa Fe Commandery No. 1 In 1890. gaged as guide by Fremont in his exder Douglas. The native population representatives and completed the list hour
of
m
tt H. Cartwrlght and He received the degrees of the Ancient plorations. In 1847 he received an appassed in the making and renewing and
were represented by such men as subject to the new jurisdiction.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B and Accepted Scottish Rite from the pointment as lieutenant in the rifle
among the Masons
Huston.
Mra
acquaintances
of
the
present
of
A.
father
officers
the
first
The
Otero,
grand lodge their wives, sisters, sweetneans aim
Miguel
and Mrs. Wynkoop, Mr. 4th to the 14th inclusive in Santa Fe corps of the army. In 1863 he drove
Mr.
Crawford,
Jesus
and
were:
New
Mexico
For
of
elected
of New
Mexico,
by
governor
were present
Davis. Mr. and Mrs. H, lodge of Perfection in 1896 and has also 6,500 sheep to California from Kansas,
friends.
Delegations
B.
J.
Mrs.
and
lady
G
D.
G. Abreu.
grand master, Wm. W. Griffin;
and
other
and
points
Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Chester, attained the 32d degree in that Rite. a difficult but successful undertaking.
Cerillos,
from
N
Wilcox,
of
the lodge M.. W. L. Rynerson; G. S. W., Simon
Among the early acts
Las
from
and Miss B. Brown He has served as a warden In Monte- On his returrl to Taos, New Mexico, he
Albuquerque,
V.
w
Hall
iwr
FelB. Newcomb; G. J. W., George W. representatives
was, in conjunction with the Odd
Silver City and elsewhere In
Mesdames Kahn, James Sellgman and zuma lodge, as scribe, king and high was appointed Indian agent for New
lows lodge, to purchase and establish Stebblns; G. Treasurer, Willi Spiegel Cruces,
the unanimity
Warner Messrs. S. Splegelberg. wm priest in Santa Fe Chapter and as cap- Mexico and was instrumental In bringthe cemetery located north of the Fed- berg; G. Secretary, David J. Miller the territory bespoke
other lodges in the terw Pone. J. Law. W. R. Price. G. W. tain general and generalissimo In San- ing about many treaties with the Ineral building at Santa Fe. Here rests Past Master J. H. Thompson acted as with which the
Major ta Fe
in congratulating Montedians. During the civil war he renderrier,trv nantaln Crittenden,
joined
ritory
have
who
B.
Axtell
of
Commandery.
Samuel
craftsmen
and
officer
a long list
installing
of many of them, in
ed Important services in New Mexico,
mother
the
Muller.
zuma,
and
adheres
Fred
understands
He
of
some
were
officers
whom,
The
as grand conductor.
fully
crossed the dark river;
attained the half century mark
Cerrillos the following repre to the principles of Free Masonry and Colorado and Indian Territory and
I
however, have been recently removed installed August 8, and the grand having
which
with
they
sentative delegation was present: Mr, Is respected by the craft wherever rose to the rank of colonel in the Union
to the soldiers' cemetery nearby, estab- lodge A F. and A. M. of New Mexico and the happinessunlimited number of
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army and was breveted brigadier genTiiori Turner, worshipful master or u?r
known.
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held by the lodges from the jurisdiction
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room
the
new
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Commandery No. 1.
Mr. M. O'Neill, Mr. John Koury, Judge
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dining
cemetery,
there resulted
the grand lodge of New Mexico Issued
met the eye. The banlodge No. 1 at Santa Fe during the
A. I.. Kendall. Mr. J. P. McNulty, Mr.
only one of its character in the terri- new charters to these lodges In the or bountiful sight
the full length
Muller was born In year 1864 and remained a member of
Frederick
Wells.
Major
tory accessible to the public prior to der of their original anthorizatlon quet table was spread
ARTHUR BOYLE,
of the hall and was laid in the shape
Germany in 1863 and was educated in the lodge until his death.
mn maa renresented by' Messra
the coming of the railroad. As a conse- Montezuma lodge at Santa Fe as No.
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Brother Max. Frost, past grand mas- rmintv. Grand Master E. E. Stover of
sentative In the territory prior to 1860; oration on the occasion of the burial scene became one whose brilliancy will
ter of the territory, had been assigned
of the
and, during that period largely so of a stranger in a strange land. The be
Albuquerque, and from most
long remembered.
for the evening the subject "Masonry present officers of the grand lodge of
within a radius of nearly a thousand mortal whose mortality is made the
renAfter the Invocation, fittingly
In New Mexico," but In his absence on
miles; and its membership was drawn text, evidently was a brother In some
Mexico. Vice president kooim:-velt- 's
dered by Brother W." A. Cooper, of St. account of illness, the paper which he New
from all about for hundreds of miles. far away fraternal association.
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the assembly was had so carefully prepared was read by
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Baskache should never be neglscted.
It means kidney disorder which, If allowed to run too long, may result In
Bright's disease, diabetes or other serious and often faXal complaints. Foley's Kidney Cure makes the kidneys
well. Fischer Drug Co.

BUSINESS
MAN?

Bully Dened.
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A oreat
tnanv women are subject to
before the eyes,
spells of dizziness, spots
and a ringing noise in the head. These
with
symptoms are "commonly associated
liver " trouble as the result of a diseased
condition of the stomach and other organs of digestion and nutrition. DiscovPr. Pierce's Golden Medical and the
of the stomach
ery cures diseasesiliaestion
and nutrition.
n;ri nrmninf
..,6n,m1, thf stomach diseases
but
from that
organ,
seemingly remote
:
n
i.i3ta.-,llieir UHlll 1U
WlUCa nftVe ..:..
condition of the stomach and digestive
and nutritive system. Hence, cures of
and other
heart, lungs, liver, kidneys,
'
by the
organs are constantly effected
Dls- Medical
use of Dr, P.erce's Golden

...
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Santa Fe Chapter

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1 Royal Arch
Masons was organized on the 31st day
of January, 1866, by the following comWilliam W. Griffin, George
panions:
T. Beall, Henry O'Neill, Charles Emil
Wische, C. H. Blake, James Hunter, R.
Frank Green, H. D. Hall, John R.
Wells, James H." Carleton, under a dispensation granted by the deputy general grand high priest of the general
grand chapter of the United StatesA.and
D.
dated the 11th day of December,
1865. Companion Griffin was appointed
the M. E. H. P.; companion Beall, the
king; Companion O'Neill, the scribe.
The fee for admission was $100.
The formal charter was granted on
September 24, 1868, and the organization took place on November 2, A. D.
1868, the charter then being given the
number one. The chapter was consecrated on December 14, 1868. The charter of the chapter was surrendered on
January 9, 1875, but was restored on
March 15, 1877, and on August 3, 1877,
was reorganized and
and since then has maintained a continuous existence.
The following is a list of the past
high priests of the chapter: W. W.
Griffin, Samuel B. Wheelock, Thomas
B. Catron, John S. Loud, Henry L.
Waldo, Chas. A. Woodruff, Max. Frost,
Dr. W. S. Harroun, Chas. F. Easley,
Sigmond Wedels, P. E. Harroun, J. B.
Brady, Addison Walker, Marcus
'

Santa Fe

Com- No.

mandery

1.

the 2d day of May, 1869, the following Sir Knights held a meeting for
the purpose of forming a commandery
at Santa Fe: Sir Knight Wm. W.
Griffin, of Hugh de Paynes Commandery No. 1, of Little Rock, Ark.; Sir
Knight George T. Beall, of Baltimore
Commandery No. 2, Baltimore, Md.;
Sir Knight James Hunter, of Weston
Commandery No. 2, Weston, Mo.; Sir
Knight Luther C. Lee, of Virginia City
No. 1, Virginia
City,
Commandery
Nev.; Sir Knight Samuel R. Plummer,
of Aurora Commandery No. 22, Aurora,
Ills.; Sir Knight Chas. H. Reynolds, of
Lafayette Commandery No. 3, of
Swanton, Vermont; 81raKnight Herman H. Heath, of Washington Commandery No. 1, Washington, D. C.
A petition was drawn up, signed by
them, and also by Sir Knight Thomas
J. Barnum of Kansas City Commandery No. 10 Kansas City, Mo., and Sir
Knight Philip D. Elklns, of Weston
Commandery No. 10, Weston, Mo., and
On

A New Fire Net
The new fire net recently adopted by
one of the metropolitan fire departments
has been such a great success as a life
savor, that Its universal adoption is
predicted In the near future. Every one
takes special interest In any invention
that will save or prolong life. Thisbeenis
the reason so many people have Stompraising the merits ot Hostetter's
ach Bitters during the past fifty years.
This peerless medicine has done more to
promote health and long life than any
other. In existence. It will cure
indigestion, belching, flatulency,
Insomnia, nervousness,' and malaria,
fever nd ague. Many prominent physicians recommend It. Be sure to give it a
trial .; The genuine must have our Private
Die Stamp over the neck of the bottle.
a,
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brio
Th tramp, he tackled a brand new
something to eat;
And aiktd her for some
bread?'
me
(but n
"Will you give
meant a wholemeal);
were
that
smiles
with
She consented
of
loaf, and
She brought Mm 4he. alf
said:
"Here' i some of my very own
H took it, then faltered: "1 asked yo.f or
bread,
,
And what do you give me- ?- ilonel
Philadelphia Bulletin.
.
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Olrcalatln a erat.
Maggie, Abafti
rjlw Floorwalker
seen
albotit the twentieth girlt I've
this
you whispering to hem tnoriungr,
What are you telling
Maggie Oh, it'a a SwV
'
.
Statesman.
"I had long suffered from v lndlges-tlon-

,"

writes Q. A. LeDels, Cedar Ctiy,
Mo. "Like others I tried many preparations but never found anything thai
did me good until I took Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. One bottle cured me. A
friend who had suffered similarly I put
on the use of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
He is gaining fast and will soon be
Kodol
able to work. Before he used
Dyspepsia Cure Indigestion had made
him a total, wreck Ireland's Pharmay
cy.
Fine wedding and other stationery
at the New Mexican office.
.:

-

.

through Colorado Comthe
mandery No. 1, of Denver, Colo., toTemgrand master of the Knights
plar in the United States. The
was granted on the 31st day
of May, 1869, to continue until the third
Tuesday of September, 1871, the grand
master appointing Sir Knight William
forwarded

it

and had a constant roaring
head. After taking
Golden Medical
she was entirely cured."

Hi
riffig noise In her
KTtStlfeJof Dr. Pierce's

When a laxative is required use Dr.
Pierce' Pleasant Pellets,

Delicate PoaltUa.
"It was very embarrassing," Said
Mr. Stormington Barnes. "Very embarrassing indeed. I fear the lady
thought me rude; but rather than be
Sir
commander,
eminent
as
W. Griffin
suspected of egotism I kept silence."
generalKnight Chas. H. Reynolds,
"What has happened?"
capissimo; Sir Knight James Hunter,
"Our hostess asked me who la the
conclave
tain general. And the first
living actor. How could I
greatest
was held on the 11th day of September, avoid misinforming her without apor1869, when the eminent commander
pearing to indulge in
ganized the commandery, appointing Washington Star.
H.
prelate;
Heath,
Sir Knight Herman
Sir Knight Luther C. Lee, senior war- To St. T aul and Minneapolis via the
Wabash Line.
den; Sir Knight Geo. T.. Beall, junior
Throueh first class Sleeping Car leave
warden; Sir Knight Thomas J. Bararrives St.
Citv 9.20 p. ni. and
num, standard bearer; Sir Knight ' Kansas
.... ,,,1 i I! IS n
.1
f
jt
u.au
U. IU. UMU
O.VO
luilliiciiuua
Philip D. Elklns, sword bearer; Sir
m. next day.
Knight David H. Brotherton, warder.
North
to
route
the
Most comfortable
to receive the orders were
.'

rtt-U-

The first
Cornelius Cosgrove, Stephen B. Elklns,
Mathias Coffman, David J. Miller.
Thomas B. Catron, Samuel B. Wheelock, and the eminent commander aprepointed Sir Knight David J. Miller,
corder; Sir Knight Geo. T. Beall, treasurer; and Sir Knight Mathias Coffman,
sentinel. Admission fee was fixed at
$100.

The charter for the commandery was
granted on the 20th day of September,
1871, and the commandery met in special conclave on December 5, 1871, and
organized under it. On December 26,
was unanimously
1874, a resolution
artnnted. directing the E. C. to sur
render the charter. On September 13,
1878, the charter was returned and the
commandery reorganized, and has been
in a prosperous condition ever since.
Santa Fe Commandery had, and has,
many army officers among its membership, among them, Colonel C. A.
Woodruff, subsistence department U
S. army, now on duty in the Philippines; Captain Clarence T. Stedman,
n
war,
killed in the
before San Juan; Major F. T. Bennett,
of the 9th cavalry; Captain G. T. Beall
of the subsistence department; Colonel
David H. Brotherton of the 5th lnran
try: Major C. L. Cooper, of the 10th
cavalry; Colonel A. P. Morrow, of the
9th cavalry; Captain F. F. Whitehead
of the subsistence department, and
others, many of whom, however, are
now deceased. There are now on the
active sir knights, and
mils thirtv-sl- x
the commandery bids fair to pursue its
career of usefulness for many years to
come.
The following is a list of past eminent commanders:
William W. Griffin, John S. Loud
Max. Frost, Chas. F. Easley, E. W.
Meanev. W. S. Harroun, James B
Brady, Sam. G. Cartwright, Frederick
Muller, E. L. Bartlett.
Spanish-America-

SOUTH AMERICAN
STORE.
O. R. Larson, of Bay Villa,, Sunday
River, Cape Colony, conducts a store
typical of South Africa, at which can
be purchased anything from the proThis
verbial "needle to an anchor."
store is situated in a valley nine miles
from the nearest railway station and
about 25 miles from the nearest town.
Mr. Larson says: "I am favored with
the custom of farmers within a radius
of 30 miles, to many of whom I have
All
supplied Chamberlain's remedies.household
a
in
to
value
their
testify
where a doctor's aavice is aimosi oui
of the question. Within one mile of
my store the population Is perhaps 60.
the past twelve
Of these, within
have
months, no less than ' fourteen
been absolutely cured by Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. This must surely be
a record." for sale by all druggists.
ReaeonlBff br Aiialosr.
Mr. Bro'nston Mr. and Mrs. Upton
both had on new suits in church totailor-madday. Mrs. Upton's dress was
A

TYPICAL

ROOM

M

Near llaton, New Mexico, on this Grant, are located the COAL MINES
the Baton Coal and Coke Company, where employment mav be found
at good wages for any wishing to work during thf easons that farm
work oi prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

of
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Books for Business

Notoa, Checks, Drafts, CO
Promissory
$2.
iti cloth
200

Etc.,
pages bound
Successful Men of Hnsiness

.

.

.

.

.25
25

.

.....

Partnership

Bookkeeping- Frnuds and Methods
for thoir Detection

.25

BUSINESS PUBLISHING 00.

American Tract Building - New York

for stlike?
First Chinese Laundryman 'More
yen, and 19 hours a day, 'stlead pf
20!

The Maxwell Land Grant Co.,

Whether you are well established,
whether you have just started, or
whether you have not yet begun,
BUSINESS will be sure to be of
benefit to you. Send ioc. for a
copy. Per year, $i.oo.

BaiUmore American.

Brooklyn Life.

S. A. Ingalls, Crown Point, N. Y.,
writes: "My wife suffered from kidney
trouble for years. She was Induced
to try Foley's Kidney Cure and In less
than a week after she began using It,
she was greatly improved and three
bottles cured her." Fischer Drug Co.

Quite Different.
He I suppose the more hair a girl
has the longer it take her to make
it up?
She Certainly.
"I suppose it Is different witK a
girl's mind?" Yonkers Statesman.
When suffering from racking cough,
take a dose of Foley's Honey and Tar.
The soreness will be relieved and a
warm, grateful feeling and healing of
the parts affected will be experienced.
Fischer Drug Co.
Asalnet Her Rale.
"Cholly Dinsmore proposed! to1 meo
last night," confided Miss Bunting

The Wabash is also the most direct
and only through car line to the East
without change at either St. Louis or
Chicago.
Apply to nearest ticket agent or write
to the undersigned who will reserve
Miss Killduff.
bertf.. In Sleep'ng cars.
"Did you ask him if he could supPan.. P. Hitchcock,
Gen. Aet. Pass. Dept.
you in the style to which you
port
Denver, Colo had been accustomed?"
"O, dear, no. I never ask men who
Deto me that question
propose
Chas. R. Wessmar, Evanston, 111., troit Free Press.
writes: "My boy 2 2 years old, had a
severe cold which refused to yield to
Lewis Ockerman, Goshen, Ind.:
any treatment until we tried Foley's
Little Early Risers never bend
was
He
Tar.
completely
Honey and
me double like other pills, but do their
Take
bottle."
one
mired before usinjr
work thoroughly and make me . feel
none but Foley's. Fischer Drug Co.
like a boy." Certain, thorough, gentle.
Ireland's Pharmacy.
New York City and return: On; sale
to
New
Fe.
tickets
Santa
the
via
daily
H Wouldn't B Buy.
York and return at rate of J70.1O; good
"Let me see the funiijf pttper,"
for 20 days from day of sale; for par
ticulars call on any agent of the urged the little one.
"But I'm looking at It," replied her
Santa Fe. H. S. Lutz, Agent, Santa
father.
Fe, N. M.
"Oh, well," she returned, "yon can
look
at it after aupper, for yon don't
of
Parshallvllle,
Briddleman
T.
Mrs.
haTa
ta go out to play." Chicago
rheum
salt
with
Mich., was troubled
........
for thirteen years and had tried a Post
A report from Sup. J. C. Gluck, Renumber of doctors without relief. Af
ter two applications of Banner Salve, form School, Pruntytown, W. Va.,
her hands became better and in a Oct. 18, 1900. "After trying all other
short time she was entirely cured advertised cough medicines we have
Beware of substitutes. Fischer Drug decided to use Foley's Honey and Tar
'
ReCo.
exclusively in the West Virginia
effectmost
find
the
School.
I
it
form
NATIONAL CONVENTION W. C. T. ive, and
absolutely harmless." Fischer
For
U., Fort Worth, Tex., Nov.
Drug Co.
the above occasion the Santa Fe will
sell tickets from all points on their line
There are Ideal mothers by the million
at one fare plus $2 for the round trip. there have been some ideal children;
Fare from Santa Fe will be $31.45. the world Is searching for an ideal husDates of sale Nov. 11 and 12, good for band.
return passage, leaving Fort Worth on
The excitement Incident to traveling
or before Nov. 26, 1901. H. S. Lutz,
Aeent. Santa Fe. N.'M. W. J. Black, and change of food and water often
brings on diarrhoea, and for this reaG. P. A., Topek'a, Kas.
son no one should leave home without
Chamberlain's Colic, CholVa., a bottle of
W. T. Wesson, Gholsonville,
Minute era and Diarrhoea Remedy. For sale
rimiririflt. writes: "Your One
by all druggists.
Cough Cure gives perfect Satisfaction
reme
Is
the
best
customers
say it
It is woman's prerogative to change
My
dy for coughs, colds, throat and lung her mind always, but never her opinion.
troubles." Ireland's Pharmacy.
Mothers everywhere praise One Minute
Cough Cure for the sufferings it
Buffalo,
Exposition,
lives of their litN. Y. On sale daily until Nov. 31. has relieved and the
ones it has saved. Strikes at the
Good for return passage 30 days rrom tle
out the
date of sale; fare from Santa Fe $54.10. root of the trouble and draws favorite
For particulars call on agents. H. S. Inflammation. The children's
Cough Cure. Ireland's Pharmacy.
Lutz, Agent, Santa Fe. N. M.
"De-Wit- t's
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BEST BQTJII'X'BrJ STAGE

The drug store blond is going out of
style. Thus does the anipathy to things
yellow continue to Increase.
ARE

Positive guarantee. Cures heart-burraising of the food, distress alter eatine or any form of dyspepsia. One lit
tin to hie t slves immediate relief. 26
cts. and 50 cts.
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
n,

XjIXTB

I3ST

WEST.

Concord Coaches run daily between Thornton and Bland,
Two
connection at
carrying U. S. Mail. Passengers and Express, making close
Bland for the Famous Sulphur and San Antonio Springs. The finest scenic
stage route in New Mexico. Best of service and absolute safety guaranteed.
se

Agent. Thornton, N. M.

4 IMPORTANT GATEWAYS 4

i".25p
7.00o
7.45a
11.20p
8. tOp

M

MERT WAGNER, PROP.

E. A. SHAW,
6.45p
l.OOp
5.10a

Proprietor,
N.

Caliente. Taos County,

BLAND TRANSFER CO.

to Answer Questions."

'No Trouble

BALL"

t7 ."CaWJUOU

This handsomely equipped train laves El Paso dally and runs through to St.
Louis without chango, where direct connections are made for the North ind
East; also direct connections via Shreveport or New Orleans for all points In the
Southeast.

Latest Pattern Pullman Buffet Sleepers
Elegant New Chair Cars Seats Free
Solid Vestibuled Trains Throughout.
For descriptive pamphlet, or other Information, call on or address.
E. P. TURNER. G. P. & T. A ., DALLAS, TEXAS

E.

V.

CURTIS, S. W. P. A.; EL PASO, TEXAS

The McMillan
Universal Typewriter Book
for

i.

TABLETS
DYSPEPSIA
SOLD ON A

tested by the miraculous cures attested
to in the following diseases: Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Bright's Disease 'M tlie Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
Lodging and Bathing, $2.50 per day; 814
per week; 850 per month. Stage meets
Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons, and Is open all
winter. Passengers for OJo Caliente can
leave Santa Fe at 1:08 a. m. and reach
OJo Caliente at 6 p. m. the same day.
Fare for the round trip from Santa Fe
to OJo Caliente, $7. For further partic-

Ojo

CHICAGO AND SOUTHERN CALI
FORNIA.
Train No. 1 carries standard and tour
1st sleerjers for Southern California, and
standard sleepers for El Paso and Mex
ico, also free reclining chair car for Los
Aneeles.
Train No. 2 carries Jame equipment
eastbound, with connection from Mexi
co and El Paso
Nos. 1 and 2 have no connection for
Northern California.
THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
Nn direct connection from Santa Fe:
eastbound, it passes Lamy Tuesday and
Friday night, westbound, Wednesday
and Sunday night. .
CHICAGO AND NORTHERN CALI
FORNIA.
Train No. 7 carries standard and
tourist sleepers and free reclining chair
cars for San Francisco and points north
nt Mnlave: makes connection at Bar- stow with local train for Los Angeles,
hut carries no through sleepers for
Southern California.
Train
'fries same equipment
eastbound, witn local connection from
Los Angeles.
CITY TICKET OFFICE,
East Side Plaza
"CATRON BLOCK"
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

ACKER'S

HOT SPRINGS.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

1, 1901.)

Itcad up
Eattuonnd,

Read down.
Westbound.

H

These Celebrated Hot SDrlnps are lo
cated In the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles' west of
Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
Taos, and fifty miles north Of Santa Fe,
an7 ibout twelve miles from Barranca
Station, on the Denver & Rio Grande
Railway, from which point a dally line
of stages run to the Springs. The tem
perature of these waters Is from DO to
122 degrees. The gases are carbonic. Al
titude. S.000 feet. Climate very ary ana
ilpilirhtfiil the vear round. There is now
a commodious hotel for the convenience
of Invalids and tourists. These waters
contain 1.686.24 (Trains of alkaline salts
to the gallon, being the richest alkaline
Hot Springs In the world. The efficacy
of these waters has beem thoroughly

table.

(Effective September

-

GOLD MINES

On this Grant, about forty miles west os Springer, New Mexico, are the
Baldy, where important mingold mining districts of Ellzabethtown and
eral discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocated ground may
bo made under the Mining Regulations of the Company, which are as
favorable to the prospector as the U. $. Government Laws.

i i
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A

FOR THE

JOURNAL

COUNTING

OFFICE MANAGEMENT
GREAT BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS
LEGAL DECISIONS
CREDITS AND COLLECTIONS
COMMERCIAL LAW
PRATICAL ACCOUNTING
BOOKKEEPING
PROFITABLE PUBLICITY
ADVERTISING

Paradoxical Prevarication
"John Henry," said Mrs. Givimfitz
1.
a .1 "VflllOUll Ilia
l.n .1 llltin
......
in
nw It
iun
uci iinni.niiu,
iu tin.
late arrival by saying that, he had sat
uj wjt), a sick friend, "that is not
only a barefaced lie, but it is such an
M
that jt has whiskers on

She suffered

LODGE NO. I.
HON. ANTONIO JOSEPH, MEMBER OF MONTEZUMA

A

and every issue contains departments on practical subjects, such
as these:

j

1

'

nnnturQQ
DUUllLU0

There is no alcohol in the Discovery"
Do ynu suffer from pnes? i 80 do not
and it is free from opium, cocaine, and lurn
tj surgeiy for reliet. Dewitt'sall other narcotics.
,vQf,fll- t- -- a Witch Hazel Salve will act more quick,i
surely safely, saving you the ex- riolnpn lv.
as
1USl as guuu
Medical Discovery. There's more profit pense and danger of an operation. Ire
1 here 8 land's Pharmacy.
in substitutes for the dealer.
more health in the "Discovery" for you;
Don't be imposed on.
First Chinese Laundryman Hi, ya!
I write you
It is with the greatest pleasure
Melican
from your Me goin' to stlike kkee
received
has
mother
my
f&lden Medical
Discovery,' ' says Miss Carrie man!
Tohnson, of Lowesville, Amherst Co., Virginia.
Second Chinese Laundryman What
untold misery with uterine disease
w

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered
for sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards.
Price of land with perpetual water rights from 8H to 825 per acre,
to location. Payments may be mde In ten year Installments.
Alfalfa, Grains, Fruits of all kinds, and Sugar Boots grow to perfection.

monthly magazine devoted solely
to your needs. Its title is

.De Witt's Little Early Risers never
disappoint. They are safe, prompt, ef- fective in removing all Impurities from
the liver and bowels. Small and easy
's
to take. Never gripe or distress.
Pharmacy.

c,pvery.

r

FARIIJiG LAJJDS UfiDER IHRIGATIOJY SYSTEK).

If so, you will be interested in a

N. Y. Times.

I

laxwell Land Grant

Are You a

disInquiring Youth Pa, what is a
duty?
criminating and differential differenPa A discriminating and
tial duty, my son, is that sort of duty
which impels your mother to call me
"darling" in the parlor, and something
else after the companyhasgonehome.

TJfctaa-

Typewritten Book Records
standard
Any operator can make the records on any
a regularly
typewriter, and insert them as finished, in
machine
No
required
a
special
bound book, (not file).
of
sheets
substitution
or
for Book Records. Extraction
practically impossible.

Simple

Secure

Convenient

Used for keeping Typewritten Records by the Library of
New York Life Ins. Co.,
Congress, U. S. Patent Office,
and a host of others.
many County Clerks and Surrogates
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE

'
The New York minister who cleared
$35,000 in Wall street can afford to omit
SEAMANS & BENEDICT, 1645 Champa St., DENVER, Colo.
WYCKOFF
the1 contribution
plate lor a few Sundays.
After "exposure or when you feel a
Well, Lord Kitchener has finally exe-- !
cold coming on, take a dose of Foley's cuted a captured Boer. Now we will
It appears from the conflicting evi- Honey and Tar. It never fails to stop see what the harvest will be.
Kodol DvsDeDsla Cure is not a mere
of the a cold if taken in time. Fischer Drug
stimulant to tired nature. It affords the dence that after being blownto out
ACKER'S ENGLISH REMEDY WILL STOP
an encore. Co.
stomach complete and absolute rest by water the Pluton responded
A COUGH
saving of J2.00 on each tlsket
1l ratine the food you eat.
You don't
will cure the wont
and
At
time,
any
M.
says
C.
Phelps, Forestdale, Vt,
refundhave to diet butican enjoy all the good
up lervlee.
or
money
'
cold in twelve hours,
cured of a
Exostloa.
Ike Wm
food you want., Kodol Dyspepsia cure his child was completely
25 cts. and 50 eta.
ed.
vrera
eack
use
of
Mew
eczema
Tork and Boston.
case of
They had protested they
by the
Instantly relieves that distressed feel bad
For eale at Flscher'a drug atore.
Salve. Beware of other's first and only love.
Hazel
Witch
new
life
you
ask your Tlokei Agent.
ing after eating, giving
'And this engagement ring
It instantly relieves
all counterfeits.
The Bulgarian bandits agree to an exand vigor. , Ireland's Pharmacy.
was beginning.
means where the Wabash runs
piles. Ireland's Pharmacy.
tension of time, but they decline to re"I do not care for It. It's a Btjrlrm main in one place very long at a time.
all
Homeseekers' Excursion From
free Chair Cars T Yes, sir I
there
to
She's not received in the best society, not used to." me
points east of the Missouri river
writes:
are
the
of
Md.,
'
let
tell
."Then
J.
you,
Frostburg,
you
z
Odgers
ror
I'm told.
Niagara Falls at same prios).
points west, rate of one rare plus
ever declined it on that "I had a very bad attack of kidney
No; entre nous, she gets cold feet at only girl who
the round trip. Dates of sale, Oct. 15,
shortest and best to St. Louis.
;
complaint and tried Foley's Kidney
(account." Philadelphia Time
Nov. 6, Ifl, Dec. 8, 17; return limit 21 bridge.
Cure which gave me Immediate relief,
S. Lutz,
H.
sale.
of
date
from
SICK
CURES
M0KI TEAPOSIVIVELY
and I was perfectly cured after taking
Mrs. Bronston Huh! How do you days Santa Fe, N. M.
Agt.,
HEADACHE,
two bottles." Be sure you take Foley's. P. P. HITCHCOCK.
know It was tailor-made- ?
GENERAL AGT., PASS. DEPT.
. Mr, Bronston Because Mr. Upton's
makes fckJney" and bladder rl?ht
Fischer Drug Co,
Indigestion and constipation. A delightN. V.
Fischer Drug Company.
clothes were ready-madful herb drink. Removes all eruptions
It appears that the London war office
of the skin, producing a perfect comWeekly.
Little Willie Va?
or money refunded. 25 cts. and was doing its very best to induce Gen.
facilities are complete
plexion,
son?
STRICKEN WITH PARALYSIS.
Mr. Hennypeck Well, my
Buller to utilize the soft pedal.
the prompt production of
Mcts.
was
bald
a
Is
of
this
Willie
Little
eagle
Henderson Grimett,
place,
For sale at Fischer's druar store.
Pamphlet, Catalogue,
married?
and
that's
stricken with partial paralysis
and General Printing and
and
one
arm
completely lost the use of
Binding. We do only the Best grades of
OLD PEOPLE HAVE THEIR TROU' jm
side. After being treated by an emiDull Headache, Pains In various parts work and solicit the business of firms and
BLES.
nent phyelelan for quite a while withof the body. Sinking at the pit of the individuals desiring "something above
w
Mr. Francis Little of Benton Harbor,
a consistent rate
mm m VMF
out relief,' my. wife recommended
stomach. Loss of appetite. Feverish-nea- s. the ordinary" atofsimply
irwaof a ttiA fnnn fttla fliaS
work we turn out.
Mich., is over 80 years, of . age. Since
for the character
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and after ta
all
are
or
Bores
positive
Pimples
3 03 Broadway,
All orders promptly attended to, and
1865 he has been troubled more or less
two bottles of It he Is almost entirely
evidences of Impure blood. No matter estimates furnished
on application.
the exhausted digestive or--- with indigestion and constipation and
U. S. A.
New
York,
cured Geo. R. McDonald, Man, Logan ttruotiflg
be
purified
how It became so, It must
is tneiaiesiiiusuuvcicu u.kvov- has tried almost everything In use for
rang,
repsnrriHO co.
hew
Several
other
Va.
W.
very
Acker's
mum
county,
in older to obtain good health.
snu ana Home
he began
Bant Te, V. IK
Last
ailments.
those
August
aflFtMAtlRV.
ID
w..
In
It
cures
cure
of
.nttAii)h
(t
markable
Blood Elixir haa never failed to
partial paralysis
and LivInfluential
Stomach
Chamberlain's
Most
cures
and
Best
using
of
this
use
have been effected by the
rpHH
gtantly rellevesand permanently
Scrofulous or Syphilitic poisons or any
er Tablets and was soon feeling much
Letter head, note mads, envefca
mining Paper In the World. other blood diseases. It Is certainly a
liniment. It Is most widely known, JjySPepSlB, XUUIgeSUlUU,
uwnuyiui
"I
he
recent
says,
letter
Nausea,
a
Sour
better.
In
Stomach,
bill heads, statement, etc.. In beat posFlatulence,
Free.
for rheumatism,
(Dopy
we
sell
every
Sample
and
wonderful
however, as a cure
remedy,
Blck Headache, Qastralgla, Cramps and have used three boxes of the Tablets
sible style and at lowest possible prices
tattle on a positive guarantee.
sprains and bruises. Sold by all drug- in AtharTf-Miltsimnerfect digestion. and now think I am well." These Tab'
at the New Mexican printing office.
store.
at
Fischer's
sal
For
gists.
drug
rork
lets improve the appetite and InvigorCall, see samples of 0"tt-claannum,
postpaid.
r
85.00'
Kdltlon...
Weekly
order.'
ate
the
stomach, liver and bowels. For
leavi
your
tnt
"
CO..
DtWITT
C.
Cb"
Mexican.
New
for
to
"
the
Subscribe
trade
J.
learn
ftMparad byJE.
WANTED Bright boy
Uonthly
aale by all druggists.
In New Mexican bindery department.
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Catarrh

TOMBS

CLOCKS, OPTICAL GOODS, JEWELRY HOTBLTIES

DIAMONDS,

The cause exists in the blood, in
what causes inflammation of the

STERLING SILVER TABLE AND TOILET WARE.

WATCHES,
JEWELRY.

The Water street sewer must be
CUT GLASS AND FINE CHINA
built.
membrane.
mucous
The Santa Fe train from the south
MEXICAN CAM ED LEATHER GOODS
and the west last evening was four
It is therefore impossible to cure
YOU
WILL
FIND
WE
HAVE
THE
MOST COMPLETE LINE N THE SOUTHWEST.
hours late.
the disease by local applications.
DIGNEO & POP, Proprietors
railroad
The Denver & Rio Grande
It is positively dangerous to negtrain In
ran an extra heavy freigfTt
lect it, because it always affects
and out of Santa Fe yesterday.
Lumber, Doors, Windows, Laths, Etc.
are being the stomach and deranges the
Extensive Improvements
Texas and fyansas Flooring . . .
made in the heating apparatus of the
general health, and is likely to
cathedral and of the sanitarium.
t's.
Telephone 40. Water and Calisteo St. S. S. Beaty's Yard Mr.
school
new
two
is
that
believed
It
develop into consumption.
and Mrs. W. J. Stowe and child
of Kansas, are sightseeing in Santa Fe houses, modern In every respect, will
SJfcTZD
Many have been radlcally'and permanently
be built in Santa Fe next summer.
CO today.
lOTJlfl-'X'EXcleanses
th
eured
Hood's
It
by
Sarsaparilla.
There is a proposition being consid- blood
Mrs. A. L. Morrison and family will
and has a peculiar alterative and tonie
11 Goods
Engraved Free of Charge.
arrive on Wednesday from a visit to ered by parties interested to erect a effect. R. Lone. California Junction, Iowa,
Everything Just as Represented,
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
next writes: "I had catarrh three years, lost my
in Santa
Fe
new
house
opera
Chicago,
SOUTH SIDE.
appetite and could not sleep. My head pained
R. L. Baca this morning
went to spring.
Plans are on foot for the establish- me and I felt bad all over. I took Hood's
OF PLAZA
Rivera, San Miguel county, on a bust
a
and
have
next
now
ment
of
appetite,
an
industrial enterprise
good
Sarsaparilla
ness trip.
num sleep welland have no symptoms of catarrh."
Adjutant General W. H. Whiteman spring that will employ a goodly
returned from Albuquerque on Satur ber of men.
are moving,
The city authorities
day evening.
F. C. Armstrong of Washington, D, though perhaps a little slowly, in the
Promises to cure and keeps the
C, special agent of the interior de question of new sidewalks on the prin
cipal streets,
promise. It is better not to put off
partment, is a visitor in Santa Fe.
diaries Wagner, Pactical Embalmer.
There were more substantial build; treatment
T. J. Helm, general agent
of the
Chinaware, Glassware, Picture Frames and Moldings Stoves and Ranges
buy Hood's today,
constructed in Santa Fe or are
ings
&
Denver
Rio
Grande
DUDROW-TAYLO- R
ar
company,
Goods Sold on Easy Payments
Frames Made to Order
under construction this year than there
rived yesterday from Albuquerque.
The
of
Woman's
sale
the
rummage
San Francisco Street.
have been in any one year in the his
Telephone 10.
Special Agent R. C. Caine, of Wash
HAVE THE
Board of Trade on the portico of the
Night Calls Attended to at Lowitzki's Stable.
ington, of the department of justice, tory of the city.
is
in
this
public
progress
score
in
library
renewed
There
is
the
ONLY
activity
arrived on the noon train on an official
Undertaking Parlors in
City of Santa Fe
or mora of' mining districts grouped
visit.
fine
a
If
AI
carry
present
through,
in
plans
Rio
Fe
Santa
round
about
Arriba,
Mr.- and Mrs. W. C. Campbell of Ari
business block will be erected on the There 'are I
Undertakina Parlors in Town
zona, arrived from the south yesterday Taos, northern Bernalillo and southern Ortiz lot' owned
by Miguel Chaves, at
noon and left again on the evening Santa Fe counties.
We have no competition when it comes to HIGH CLASS FUNERAL
corner
San
of
Francisco
street
the
The Santa Fe Central Railroad com
DIRECTING and EMBALMING. We carry the fiinest line of castrain.
and Don Gaspar avenue.
kets and funeral supplies in the city .
.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Read of Atwood, pany is looking up a depot site and
.
.
.
,
Natin
the First
The renovations
terminal facilities in the city. The
111., are the guests for a few days of
We don't lite to advertise this business in this
are
Bank
ional
building
being
pushed
be
we
it
but
should
are
given anything
way
compelled to
Samuel Wrightman, brother of Mrs. company
by Contractor A. Windsor and when
asks for in that line.
Use.
and
Wines
for
Native
Read.
do
to
Family
Imported Old Crow,
it
correct the impression given out that ;our competitor ? leads in
OUR SPECIALTIES
Exchange; F. M. Campbell, Deming; they are completed, the First National
McBrayer. Guckenheimer Rye, Taylor
Colonel J. Francisco Chaves has re
will have as nice quarters as any to be
and Paxton, Old Jordan and Monogram, Ky., Whiskies.
;
turned from Albuquerque where
this line.
he T. N. Reynolds, J. A. Jones, Jones found in New Mexico.
SANTA FE, N. M.
SAN FRANCISCO ST
t'jok an especial interest in the educa Camp; W. B. Dempsy, Durango; J. S.
C.
D.
A.
I.
Palaoe:
Gross, Denver;
Hall, Las Vegas; S. Hastings, Clawson,
tional .exhibit.
rjcCABE, Funeral Director and 'Embalmer
Twining and wife, Asbury Park, N. J.;
The engagement is announced of J. agent of Wallicks company.
W.
I.
H.
San
Fischer,
Francisco;
M.
con
A.
Dettelbach
the
who
has
L. Wells of Cerrillos,
superintendent
Samuel Johnson, As
of the smelter at Cerrillos, to Miss Oli- tract for numbering the houses in the Whiteman, City;
taTThe Only Original Gol.j's Curiosity Shop in the City.
city preliminary to the introduction of bury Park; W. A. Rogers, Albuquervia Speary of Illinois.
AriC.
and
W.
wife,
que;
Campbell
will
system,
H. T. Warner, chief clerk in the of this free mall delivery
zona; W. S. Douglass, Mr, and Mrs. A.
fice of Territorial Secretary
J. W. commence the work in a week or two. R.
Gibson, Miss Gibson, Mrs. Kather-yn- e
of
Public
Superintendent
County
Raynolds, this morning went to Las
Randall, Cleveland; E. Van Schick
V.
Schools
John
that
Conway
reports
Vegas on a business visit.
W. J. Stowe, wife
Last week, at the residence of the nearly all the schools in the county and wife, Santa Fe; Thomas
And
Ryan and
bride's parents at Alamogordo, T. D. are in session and that the prospects and child, Kansas;
Mc
A.
L.
Don
wife,
Cassidy,
Kansas;
are
term
as
all
excellent
Knowles and Miss Nora Johnson were for the school
DEALER IN
the districts have on hand sufficient Kay; George E. Burleson, Denver; F.
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